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LETTERS
FROM OUR READERS

Dick Wick Hall . . .
To the Editor: Weldon Heald's article on
Dick Wick Hall of Salome (September Des-
ert Magazine) is by far the most complete
account I have ever seen of Mr. Hall's life
in the Southwest. It is extremely timely in
connection with the September celebration
of Dick Wick Hall Day in Salome, an
annual event we are pleased to have helped
promote editorially for the past 16 years.

JOHN McCARROLL, publisher
Wickenburg Sun
Wickenburg, Ariz.

Recalling "Gopher Days" . • .

To the Editor: Edmund Jaeger's pocket
gopher article in the August Desert made
me suddenly see myself as a high school
girl tramping the loosely cultivated soil of
an orange grove with gopher traps and a
trowel in one hand and a long-handled
shovel in the other. This was in Perris Val-
ley, 15 miles southeast of Riverside, Calif.,
in the early 1900s.

Gopher mounds near the base of a young
citrus tree meant trouble—and it was my
job to eliminate the trouble. The family
cat, "Queen Dido," was my chief assistant
in this work.

MARTHA VAN WINKLE
Boston, Mass.

UTAH'S VERSION OF THE SPHINX

Profile in Stone . . .
To the Editor: In the August issue, page
34, is a photograph of the Register Rocks
in southern Utah. The large rock carries
the outline of a face. A very unusual
picture.

LUCIUS L. DEYO
Los Angeles

To the Editor: How many folks have called
your attention to the profile on Register
Rocks?

C. WILSON
Rutland, Vermont

(Many people have written in to report
the "discovery" of Utah's version of the
Sphinx.—Ed.)
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BOOKS SOUTHWEST...
. . . satisfaction guaranteed by Desert Magazine

—WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF BOOKS DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE DESERT SOUTHWEST—

1. List books you want 2. Add 15c per book 3. California residents 4. If book is to be a 5. Please PRINT your 6. Mail orders and re-
by title and author. for postage & han- also add 4% sales gift, please mark name and mailing mittance to: DESERT

dling. tax. "GIFT" clearly, & in- address legibly. MAGAZINE BOOK
dicate how you want STORE, Palm Desert,
gift card signed. 1, California.

SOUTHWEST HISTORY
THE DESERT, TODAY AND YESTERDAY. Randall Henderson. The
founder and former editor of Desert Magazine draws on his vast
knowledge of the Southwest to put together a book of his experi-
ences and observations. Almost half a century of desert living is
compounded in Henderson's book. Many photographs. $5

PHOTO ALBUM OF YESTERDAY'S SOUTHWEST. Compiled by Charles
Shelton. Documentation of the desert Southwest from the 1860s to
1910 through the camera's lens. Early-day photographs show the
explorers, the prospectors, the miners, the cowboys, the desperados,
the ordinary people, as they were, before glamour and varnish were
applied to trie legend of the Old West. Highest quality printing.
195 photographs. Hand set type. Embossed black and gold hard
cover. Special gift for those who collect Westerniana. $15

YOUR DESERT AND MINE. Nina Paul Shumway. A delightful per-
sonal account of a family's early-day experiences in the Coachella
Valley, with much valuable history of the date palm industry. Palm
Springs, Indio, the Salton Sea, sand dunes and the Santa Rosa moun-
tains are all seen through the eyes of a young woman meeting the
desert for the first time. Illustrated, more than 300 pages $6.75

VANISHED ARIZONA. RECOLLECTIONS OF MY ARMY LIFE. Martha
Summerhayes. 4th edition of first printing. A story about Army life
in the 1870s as seen through the eyes of the wife of a Lieutenant
in the 8th Infantry. 33 illustrations. Cloth cover $7.50

COMSTOCK MINING AND MINERS. Eliot Lord. A history of the
Comstock Lode of Virginia City, Nevada. A reprint of the 1883 edi-
tion, with introduction by David F. Myrick. 578 pages. 117 unusual
and rare illustrations. 2 area maps. Hard cover - $8.50

TOMBSTONE. Walter Noble Burns. Story of the "Town too tough to
die." Guntoting, cattle rustling days in Old Arizona. As history it is
accurate, as story it holds you spellbound. $3.95

PONY EXPRESS-THE GREAT GAMBLE. Roy S. Bloss. A well-researched
book that deals with the business and politics of the Pony Express
more than with the adventures of the daring riders. An excellent
reference for students of the Pony Express. Excellent historic photos
and illustrations. Hardback. 160 pages.- . $4.50

HOLE-IN-THE-ROCK. David E. Miller. This well-illustrated book by a
trained Utah historian, is the best available on the amazing Mormon
Hole-in-the-Rock expedition of 1879-80. Maps, 229 pages. $5.50

LOST OASES, ALONG THE CARRIZO. E. I. Edwards. Little is known
today of this lost oasis in the isolated corridor of the Colorado des-
ert that once was the stopping place for soldiers, gold seekers and
emigrants into California. One-half of the book concerns itself with
this corridor and the other half is a descriptive bibliography of
California's Colorado Desert. Companion volume to DESERT VOICES.
Gold stamped, hard cover $12.50

TOMBSTONE PICTURE GALLERY. Lloyd and Rose Hamiil. For the
Western Americana fan, with carefully researched history of early
Tombstone personalities, the Earps, Doc Holliday, Sheriff Behan and
the Clantons. 47 pictures and drawings. - $2

OUTLAW TRAIL. Charles Kelly. The corrected second edition of an
illustrated classic about western outlaw Butch Cassidy and his "Wild
Bunch." Trains and banks were their targets. One of the best outlaw
reports. Map and index __ _ _ —$6

FRONTIER MILITARY POSTS OF ARIZONA. Ray Brandes. A collection
of the colorful history of old forts in Arizona. An attractive volume
with photos and drawings of equipment used by the Indian-fighting
troops. Washable vinyl cloth binding $2.25

THE BONANZA TRAIL. Muriel Sibell Wolle. The story of more than
200 old mining towns and camps of the West. Pencil sketches. $8.95

YUMA CROSSING. Douglas D. Martin. Tales of four centuries of
history when the Yuma crossing was once the only safe ford of the
Colorado River—of sea captains, Indians, missionaries, scouts $2.50

ARIZONA'S DARK AND BLOODY GROUND. Earle R. Forrest. This is
the fourth printing of an authenticated account of the ruthless
Graham-Tewksbury cattle war in Arizona's Pleasant Valley from 1882
to 1892. More than a score of men died in this western feud $5

ARIZONA IN THE 50s. James H. Tevis. The breathtaking memoirs of
Captain Tevis on his march through Arizona in 1857, when lawless-
ness was the order of the day. 237 pages. $2

BUTTERFIELD OVERLAND MAIL. Waterman L. Ormsby. The author
was the only through passenger on the first Westbound stage in
1858. His reports are reprinted, with informative notes, maps, and
index. Lively and exciting reading. 179 pages __ $4.50

THE STORY OF BODIE. Ella M. Cain. A vivid narrative of one of the
wildest, toughest mining camps in the West, told by a woman who
was born there. Index. Photos. Paper bound, $2.50 Cloth, $4

DEATH VALLEY TALES. A Death Valley '49er publication. Nine
writers have written true chapters from the drama-crammed past of
the Death Valley region. 59 pages, paper. $1

DEATH VALLEY IN '49. William Lewis Manly. Written in his own
words, the classic of Death Valley crossing; the day-by-day amazing
account of how Manly and his party survived many hardships $6.50

20 MULE TEAM DAYS IN DEATH VALLEY. Harold O. Weight. Story
of the most colorful episode in western mining history, as revealed
by the old-timers, and from the records of the period $1

LOAFING ALONG DEATH VALLEY TRAILS. William Caruthers. From
a store of excellent material gained through 25 years on Death
Valley Trails, this is "a personal narrative of people and places," of
such people as Shorty Harris, Charles Brown and many others.... $4.25

THE MANLY MAP AND THE MANLY STORY. Ardis M. Walker. One
of the epics of southwestern history: that of the heroic struggle of
Wm. Lewis Manly and John Rogers and their companions through
Death Valley. Reproduction of their map. Paper..... _ $ 1

DEATH VALLEY TALES. True chapters from the past. Nine contributing
authors. A Death Valley '49er publication. 62 pages. Paperbound $1

GOODBYE, DEATH VALLEY. Burr Belden. A Death Valley '49er publi-
cation. The 1849 Jayhawker escape from the Valley of Death. Jay-
hawker census. Bibliography. 64 pages. $1.25

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE BOOK LISTINGS



'61-'62 BOOK CATALOG from Desert Magazine Book Shop (continued)

NATURE SUBJECTS
THE FORGOTTEN PENINSULA. A NATURALIST IN BAJA CALIFORNIA.
Joseph Wood Krutch. The author gives a vivid personal account of
exploring the Sonora Deserts of Baja California, a remote area still
seldom visited. For the adventurous. 277 pages. Hard cover. $5

PALMS. Desmond Muirhead. The author is a landscape architect. His
detailed information of the origin, cultivation and care of this orna-
mental tropical plant wil l interest the home gardener, as well as the
landscape architects and nurseryman in the warmer tropical climates
of our country. Washable vinyl cloth binding ~$3.20

BIRDS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN DESERT. Gusse Thomas Smith. To this
author, birds are happy friendly neighbors that every desert dweller
should cultivate. All the more common species are given a delight-
ful introduction in this book. Excellent pen sketches $1.95

FLOWERS OF THE SOUTHWEST MESAS. Pauline M. Patraw. Identifies
by an easy-to-follow color key, the common plants of the Pinyon-
Juniper Woodland extending from about 4500 to 7500 feet in eleva-
tion. Descriptive drawings by Jeanne R. Janish. Paper cover $1

WILDLIFE OF MEXICO. A Starker Leopold. Readable yet highly
authoritative, this book contains almost 200 excellent drawings and
photos of Mexican wildlife. For sportsmen and naturalists. Many
desert animals included. 568 pages _ —$12.50

CALIFORNIA DESERTS. Dr. Edmund C. Jaeger. Complete information
on the Colorado and Mojave deserts of California. Plant and animal
life, geography, geology, aboriginal life. Drawings, photos and maps.
Third edition. 209 pages. Index $5

DESERT WILD FLOWERS. Edmund C. Jaeger. Fine handbook on desert
flora, almost 800 species described and illustrated by line drawing
or photos. Includes material on discovery and naming uses, explora-
tion of botanical names. — — -'- _ $5

DESERT WILDLIFE. Edmund C. Jaeger. A revision of the author's
earlier book OUR DESERT NEIGHBORS. This is a series of intimate
natural history sketches of the wild animals of the Southwestern des-
erts. Although thoroughly scientific, it is pleasurable reading as well
as useful. Hard cover. About 300 pages _ _ -$5.95

A NATURALIST'S DEATH VALLEY. Dr. Edmund C. Jaeger. A simpli-
fied story of the mammals, birds, reptiles, insects, trees, flowers,
fossils and Indian life in the Death Valley region. A Death Valley
'49er book. Illustrated. Paper cover. 68 pages. $1.50

OUR DESERT NEIGHBORS. Edmund C. Jaeger. A fascinating book of
a naturalist's experiences with the jackrabbit, the packrat, the coyote,
the canyon wren, the sidewinder, and scores of birds and animals and
reptiles of the Southwest Desert. Illus. Index, 239 pages. $5

THE NORTH AMERICAN DESERTS. Edmund C. Jaeger. Published in
September '57. The Southwest's great naturalist treats for the first
time of the five important deserts of the North American continent.
356 line drawings, 29 pages of maps and photos. $5.95

THE VOICE OF THE DESERT. Joseph Wood Krutch. In which a Nat-
uralist explores the rich, intriguing, unexpected variety of life on the
Southwestern desert. 223 pages $3.75

POISONOUS DWELLERS OF THE DESERT. Natt N. Dodge. " . . .should
become as much a part of the kit of any desert visitor as his can-
teen." Description and habitat of giant desert centipede, scorpions,
black widow spiders, kissing bug, bees, coral snake, rattlers, Gila
Monsters, and others. First aid. Illus., index, paper _ $.60

HUNTING THE DESERT WHALE. Erie Stanley Gardner. Published
1961. True adventures of the Gardner party studying and observing
gray whales in Scammon's Lagoon. Also incidents in Baja California.
Abundantly illustrated. Hardback _ $6

THE FOSSIL BOOK. Carroll L. Fenton and Mildred A. Fenton. One of
the finest generalized books ever written about fossils. For serious
amateurs. Hundreds of photos and drawings, text-book quality.
Authoritative. 480 pages. First published 1958.- $15

MAMMALS OF THE SOUTHWEST DESERT. G. Olin. One of the series
of the Southwestern Monuments Association; an invaluable book on
the desert-dwelling animals; habits, detailed drawings, charts $1

NATURAL HISTORY OF THE SOUTHWEST. A compilation showing the
beauty and color of the Southwest by excellent photos, and telling
of its trees, shrubs, birds, reptiles and mammals. A general book on
the area, it has many color pictures. A guide for those who want
an introduction to the outdoor Southwest. 144 pages- $4.95

THIS IS THE DESERT. Phil Ault. A broad view of the geology, his-
tory and life of the American Desert. Well illustrated. A new book
for young people (12-15) . - _ -..$2.75

WILDFOLK IN THE DESERT. Carroll Lane Fenton & Evelyn Carswell.
For young (10-14) nature lovers who want to know more about the
animals of the desert. Written in narrative, nicely illustrated. $3.50

BOOK OF CACTI AND OTHER SUCCULENTS. Claude Chidamain. For
those interested in gardening or collecting here is an encyclopedia
ol information as to the nature, propagation and cultivation of the
great family of drouth-resistant plants. Well illustrated. $4.50

INTRODUCTION TO DESERT PLANTS. W. Taylor Marshall. If you've
wanted to cultivate some of the native desert plants in your home
landscaping, this book will be a most helpful guide. 49 pages. $1.25

THE CLEVER COYOTE. Stanley Young and Hartley Jackson. Despite
heavy warfare aimed at it, the wily coyote is one of the few mam-
mals which has been able to extend its range and more than hold
its own in historic times. Illustrated.- $6.50

WILD PALMS OF THE CALIFORNIA DESERT. Randall Henderson. In-
teresting and descriptive stories of the wild palms that grow in -
Palm Canyon, Andreas Canyon, Fern Canyon, Eagle Canyon $.50

THE DESERT IN PICTURES. Published by the Palm Springs Museum.
Striking photographs of the geology, geography, flora and fauna.
Edited by Edmund Jaeger. Paper. - - $.50

THE TREES AND SHRUBS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN DESERT. L. Benson
and R. Darrow. This revised edition has all the information a begin-
ner in botany will need for identifying the perennial vegetation in
the entire Southwest. Appendix, 115 illustrations, 9 in color $8.50

LEGENDS AND LOST TREASURE
WESTERN GHOST TOWNS. Lambert Florin. Over 200 scenes and
settings of old gold camps and boom towns, forgotten places that
made history in the Western states.- _ $12.50

LOST MINES AND HIDDEN TREASURE. Leland Lovelace. Fact or leg-
end, the lost treasure tales of the Southwest are always thrilling
reading. To the well known Pegleg and Breyfogle are added a score
of other lost mine stories. 252 pages _ _ ..$4

GHOSTS OF THE GLORY TRAIL. Nell Murbarger. The old boom min-
ing towns of the Great Basin come to life again in these sparkling
tales of 275 ghost camps. Historically accurate, entertainingly told.
Includes Ghost Town Directory. 328 pages. Halftones. Index.— $5.75

THE LOST DUTCHMAN MINE. Sims Ely. Latest information on the
top mystery among lost mines of the Southwest. Ely attempts to
separate facts from fiction. Endmaps, 178 pages.- $3.50

LOST MINES OF OLD ARIZONA. Harold O. Weight. This 76-page
booklet tells the fascinating tales of nine legendary lost mines. No
one has ever run across these treasure troves in the Arizona hills.
Paperback. With map $2

LOST MINES OF DEATH VALLEY. Harold Weight. Revised edition.
The author traces the most colorful Death Valley treasure tales to their
origins, follows their histories, and appraises their authenticity. Com-
plete with map. Illus. 80 pages.. $2

THE GREAT DIAMOND HOAX. Asbury Harpending. New edition of
an amazing story long out of print. Two rough prospectors con-
vinced Tiffany and California's leading bankers they had discovered
a great new diamond field in the Southwest. 211 pages.- $2

GOLD, GUNS AND GHOST TOWNS. W. A. Chalfant. Combines OUT-
POSTS OF CIVILIZATION and TALES OF THE PIONEERS in attractive
7x10 edition. "Al l the rough and ready, gold-crazy exuberance of the
old West is captured in these stories. The days when men, good and
bad, were motivated only by the lust for nuggets and gold dust have
been sympathetically yet humorously chronicled." ..$3.75

APACHE GOLD & YAQUI SILVER. J. Frank Dobie. Fascinating lost
mine and buried treasure stories by a master story teller. Beautiful
color plates and black-and-whites by Tom Lea $6.50

ON THE TRAIL OF PEGLEG SMITH'S LOST GOLD. J. Wilson McKenney.
Here new clues are added to the fantastic story of Pegleg Smith's
fabulous black nuggets of the California desert. Photos. Map $1.50

LOST MINES AND BURIED TREASURES ALONG THE OLD FRONTIER.
John D. Mitchell. 51 stories of lost mines and buried treasures, with
maps. New edition of a rare out-of-print book. 234 pages $5

DESERT COUNTRY. Edwin Corle. Ghost towns, legends, oases, his-
tory, Indians—from the Border to Nevada, from the Mojave and
Death Valley to the Grand Canyon. 357 pages, index. ..$4.95
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SOUTHWEST PERSONALITIES
DEATH VALLEY SCOTTY. Tom G. Murray. Excellent photographs of
the legendary Scotty in a high-quality 9 by 12 gloss paper booklet.
Some of the best pictures ever done of Scotty and the Castle $2

SAM BRANNAN & THE CALIFORNIA MORMONS. Paul Bailey. This
third reprinting of the Brannan story tells of one of the most con-
troversial of all Mormons, a man who was either a hero or an
apostate. A colorful man, Brannan lived in the wildest .days of
California's development—the Gold Rush era—and was part of it all.
265 pages _ _ - --$5.50

SOVEREIGNS OF THE SAGE. Nell Murbarger. This warmly written
book by the "Roving Reporter of the Desert" is a treasury of true
stories about unusual people and places in the vast sagebrush king-
dom of western United States. Sparkles with humor and interest...$6

PAINTERS OF THE DESERT. Ed Ainsworth. A gallery of arid-land
artists and reproductions of their work: Hilton, McGrew, Bender,
Swinnerton, Forsythe, Perceval, Fechin, Dixon, Klinker, Lauritz, Procter,
Eytel, and Buff. Exclusively desert, and warmly personal. 90 color
and halftone illustrations. Large format (9% x 13'/4-inch page sire).
I l l pages. First printing sold out in two months $11

PHILIP ST. GEORGE COOKE. Otis E. Young. The west, as seen by
the famous cavalryman, Cooke, in the pre-Civil War days of frontier
exploration. His Civil War service. Authoritatively documented...$10

JOURNEY OF THE FLAME. Fierro Blanco. Reprint of the popular his-
torical novel, acclaimed as the greatest collection of desert lore ever
compiled. A collection of fact and fiction about Baja California .$3.75

FIG TREE JOHN. Edwin Corle. A fine novel of the Southwest by the
late Edwin Corle. Limited edition, illustrated by Don PercevaL$7.50

TIBURCIO VASQUEZ, THE CALIFORNIA OUTLAW. Compiled by Rob-
ert Greenwood. Includes a reprinting of a rare contemporary account
about the noted bandit. Many quotations from newspapers of the
'60s and 70s. Illustrated. 296 pages. Hardback $5.95

JOSEPH REDDEFORD WALKER AND THE ARIZONA ADVENTURE.
Daniel Ellis Conner, edited by Bethrong and Davenport. Walker's
amazing Arizona expedition, a hundred years ago, when the South-
west could provide adventure for anyone willing to be a leader.
Walker lived, trapped and guided in the West for 30 years $5

TRUE STORY OF BILLY THE KID. William Lee Hamlin. Hamlin's thesis
is that The Kid, contrary to general belief, was a loyal and reliable
young man, ready to serve the law, but misunderstood $6

CORONADO, KNIGHT OF THE PUEBLOS AND PLAINS. Herbert E.
Bolton. The most thorough tracing of the Coronado trail ever given.
. . . As exciting as the trek of the Fortyniners to California $4.50

WYATT EARP, FRONTIER MARSHAL. Stuart N. Lake. Thrilling account
of frontier days, and a man who out-shot and out-thought the bad-
men of the toughest mining camps and cowtowns of the old South-
west. Based on Earp's own story $4.50

MEN TO MATCH MY MOUNTAINS. Irving Stone. A gripping story
of the men and events which in 60 years brought the white man's
civilization to the great western wilderness of United States $5.95

DEATH VALLEY SCOTTY TOLD ME. Eleanor Jordon Houston. Here is
Death Valley Scotty as his friends knew him. Reported conversations
while Mrs. Houston's husband was a Death Valley Park Ranger—$1.50

DEATH VALLEY SCOTTY RIDES AGAIN. Earl C. Driskill. Scotty's
stories, just as he told them, written by a man who was close to the
fabulous Death Valley character during his last years. A salty book...$l

FRONTIER WORLD OF DOC HOLLIDAY. Pat Jahns. A lively report on
the historic dentist—turned faro dealer-gunman. Much use of early-
western newspaper reports. Footnotes, lengthy bibliography _..$5

JEDEDIAH SMITH. Hal G. Evarts. "Trail Blazer of the West" is the
subtitle for this semi-novel about one of the West's great trappers,
guides and mountain men. 192 pages $3

HARD ROCK SHORTY AT HIS WORST. 21 selections from the famous
Hard Rock Shorty series that has been running in Desert Magazine
since 1937. Whimsical yarns containing the wildest stories ever to
rise on the heat waves of Death Valley. Not a word of truth in the
whole passle. Paperbound $1

HARRY OLIVER, THE OLD MIRAGE SALESMAN. A collection of Oliver's
legends, lies, and laughs. 111 pages. Many woodcut illustrations.
Paperbound __ $3.50

INDIAN LORE
INDIAN SILVERSMITHING. W. Ben Hunt. The adventure of making
silver jewelry, at a minimum of expense. How to make tools, step-
by-step descriptions of tarnishing, antiquing, heating, soldering, etc.
Beautifully illustrated with photographs, sketches. 150 pages $3.95

INDIAN ART IN AMERICA. Frederick J. Dockstader. Arts and Crafts
of the North American Indian. Profusely illustrated with 70 color
plates and 180 black and white. Beautiful examples of characteristic
shell and quill work, pottery and weaving, deer and buffalo hide
painting, carved stone pipes and tomahawks $25

HOPI KACHINA DOLLS. Harold S. Colton. Revised Edition. 330
drawings show the design, traditions and identification of 266 Hopi
Kachinas. Hard cover $8

INDIAN USES OF NATIVE PLANTS. Edith Van Allen Murphey. A
handy reference booklet about herbs and plants of the Southwest,
with special guide as to the use the Indians made of these shrubs.
An aid for those who enjoy the outdoor Southwest. $2.50

PEYOTISM AND NEW MEXICO. C. Burton Dustin. Describes the use
of peyote in the religious ceremony of the Indians. 50 pages $2

FORTY YEARS AMONG THE INDIANS. Daniel W. Jones. Republica-
tion of long out of print book tells of author's interest in Mormon
church which he eventually joined; and his life as peacemaker, mis-
sionary to the Indians, and frontier scout $8.50

WILLIE BOY. Harry Lawton. Tale of a strange desert manhunt, with
mounted posses of western lawmen trying to track down a young
Indian. Willie Boy, who had murdered two people, outfooted horses
and bullets for weeks, but finally shot himself. San Bernardino and
Riverside counties in Southern California are the setting for this 1909
adventure. 224 pages. Historic photos $5.98

RED MAN, WHITE MAN. Harry James. A delightful novel of Hopi
Indian life, by an author who knows the problems of these stalwart
tribesmen intimately. Portrays the conflict between old traditions and
the white man's influence on the Hopi Mesas. 286 pages. $5

DANCING GODS. Erna Ferguson. New edition of a popular book
with detailed information about the dances and ceremonials of South-
western Indian tribesmen. 16 full-page reproductions of the work
of western artists. 286 pages. _ $5

APACHE VENGEANCE. Jess G. Hayes. The true story of the Apache
Kid, telling what changed him from a trusted scout into one of the
old West's most hunted outlaws. 185 pages $2

I FOUGHT WITH GERONIMO. Jason Betzinez. An amazing first-hand
chronicle by an Apache who was born in 1860 and went through
much of the wild warfare of the latter-day Apache Indians. Adven-
ture is mixed with interesting observations about the life and philos-
ophy of the tribesmen Betzinez knew. 214 pages. Maps. $4.95

KNOW THE NAVAJO. Sandy Hassell. Booklet of hundreds of short,
pertinent facts about the customs, beliefs and living habits of the
largest tribe of Indians in the U.S. Illustrated, paper. -$.50

SPIN A SILVER DOLLAR. Alberta Hannum. A desert trading post in
Navajoland is the setting for this story about a young Indian artist.
Four color illustrations by the Navajo painter, Beatien Yazz $4.50

PAINT THE WIND. Alberta Hannum. A Navajo boy, ex-marine, re-
turns to his people after combat years in the Pacific. A story of
transition, with a deep view into the heart of the Navajo. $4.50

TRADERS TO THE NAVAJOS. Frances Gillmore & Louisa Wetherill.
The story of the Wetherills at Kayenta. True information regarding
the Navajos. Archeological and geographical explorations of the
Wetherill men. 256 pages $3.50

THE CAHUILLA INDIANS. Harry C. James. Full and authentic history
of the Indians who lived in the Palm Springs-Salton Sea area. Their
life in a desert land makes this study an interesting one for southern
Californians. Halftones, illustrated by Don Perceval. 186 pages. $7.50

INDIAN SIGN LANGUAGE. W. P. Clark. This is a reprint of an
authoritative U.S. Army manual that first appeared in 1885. Tells of
the hundreds of different hand signs in usage 80 years ago. Hard
cover. 443 pages, limited printing...- $10

WOVOKA, THE INDIAN MESSIAH. Paul Bailey. The Indians of
America paid in blood for their willingness to follow their strange,
praying, peace-loving Paiute messiah. 12 full-page illustrations...$5.50

PEOPLE ON THE EARTH. Edwin Corle. A Navajo novel, describing
the colorful background of the Black Mountains and Painted Desert.
The clash of the red men and white men in the railroad towns of the
American Southwest. Uncut copies reduced from $5 to $1.95

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE BOOK LISTINGS



'61 -'62 BOOK CATALOG from Desert Magazine Book Shop (continued)

THE SOUTHWEST TODAY
30,000 MILES INTO MEXICO. Nell Murbarger. This popular author's
newest book, describing her personal exploration of the by-ways of
Mexico whi le on an extensive camping tr ip. 16 pages of photos.
Indexed $6

BAHIA, ENSENADA AND ITS BAY. Thaddeus R. T. Benton. The
author spent several years in Ensenada, and writes wi th warmth of
the beautiful little Mexican town on the Pacific coast of Lower
California .$5.50

NEW GUIDE TO MEXICO. Frances Toor. Completely revised, up-to-
the-minute edition of this famous guide, including Lower California.
Over 80 illustrations and an account of new West Coast highways
into Mexico City. 277 pages -$2 .95

LOWER CALIFORNIA GUIDE BOOK. Gerhard and Gulick. Maps, motor
mileages, supplies—the complete data you w i l l need for a journey
into the fascinating land south of the border. Includes information
as to customs, food , passports—everything you wi l l want to know
whether you go by auto, boat, plane or burro. Cloth ___.$6

THE MEXICAN HOUSE, OLD AND NEW. Vera Cook Shipway and
Warren Shipway. Detailed close-ups of architectural features, such
as shutters, roofs, windows, patios. Interior views of fireplaces,
l ighting fixtures, stairways and ceilings. 312 photographs, 37 pages
of measured drawings. 187 pages. Hard cover $12.50

MEXICO ON $5 A DAY. John Wilcock. A practical money-saving
guide. Lists inexpensive hotels, restaurants, night-spots, tours, trans-
portation, plus maps of each city, w i th list of commonly used words
and phrases in Spanish wi th English translation. Paper cover. .. $2.50

ELENA'S FIESTA RECIPES. Elena Zelayeta. New and revised edit ion.
Commentaries by Marka Ritchie. Hundreds of Mexican dishes, many
have a taste of Spain. Dishes that may be prepared ahead of time
and stored in the refrigerator until ready to heat. Hard cover. $3.95

BOOKS WEST SOUTHWEST. Lawrence Clark Powell. A collection of
essays on writers, their books and the West-Southwest of New
Mexico, Texas and California. 157 pages. $4.50

RODEO. Standard Guide to the Cowboy Sport. M. S. Robertson.
Complete detailed information of this hazardous sport. The author
describes the nerveless, daring cowboy, his garb, his speech, rodeo
rules, and ihe different contests. Lists the winners and winnings of
the champions for the past 5 years. Hard cover _ $5.95

THE VIRGINIA CITY COOK BOOK. Helen and Phillip Brown, Kath-
arine Best, and Katharine Hillyer. The West's most lusty and raucous
cookbook. Collected f rom characters, past and present, who have
contributed to the lore of Virginia City and the fabulous Comstock
Lode. Hundreds of authentic western recipes. Illustrated by Harry
Diamond. Bound in washable plastic material. _ - $3.95

THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST. A Golden Regional Guide by Natt
Dodge and H. S. Zim. With 400 subjects in ful l color, including
Indian villages, historical sites, scenic routes, guide maps, animals,
flowers. A guide for the traveler and reader. Paper cover. $1

CABINS AND VACATION HOUSES. This Sunset book contains 252
plans and drawings and 250 photos. Tells how to plan cabins for
beach, mountains or desert. Paperback. 128 pages. $1.95

PHYSIOLOGY OF MAN ON THE DESERT. E. F. Adolph and Associates.
Report of f ield research into the many factors involved in man's sur-
vival on the desert—heat, water, clothing, shelter. Charts, maps,
photos. 357 pages, paper bound $2 Cloth $3

NATIVE PLANTS FOR CALIFORNIA GARDENS. Lee W. Lenz. California
has a wealth of native flowers and shrubs, many of which make
del ightful domestic landscaping. Here are the recommended species,
and how to grow them in your garden. Photo illus. 166 pages. $3.95

ANTHOLOGY OF DESERT POETRY. A collection of 89 poetic interpre-
tations of the desertland. Peaceful and inspirational reading for those
who would meditate under the spell of verse. Paperbound $1.50

ANZA-BORREGO DESERT GUIDE BOOK. Horace Parker. First complete
and authentic guide to California's largest state park. For motorist,
camper and hiker. Maps and pictures. 108 pages $2.50

MEET THE SOUTHWEST DESERTS. Phillip Welles. A wel l illustrated
guide book that generalizes the Southwest desert country for the
newcomer or for the relatives back east who think that Indians still
r ide Model Ts while the squaws walk behind. 110 illustrations. 82
pages. Paper-back $ 1 , Hard-bound . $2.25

LAND OF ROOM ENOUGH AND TIME ENOUGH. Richard E. Klink.
The story of Monument Valley. Geology, lost mine legend, Indian
lore. Hard cover. Many photos - __ $6
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GEMS-MINERALS
ROCKY TRAILS OF THE PAST. Charles Labbe. Contains factual infor-
mation and location of more than one-hundred old mining camps of
Nevada. 24 photographs. 222 pages. Paper cover — $3.50

GEM CUTTING. John Sinkankas. Most complete book yet wri t ten
covering the whole field of gemcraft, f rom gathering in the field to
the fashioning of beautiful jewels. A practical guide for amateur
and professional. 413 pages. I Hus. $8.95

FIELD GUIDE TO ROCKS AND MINERALS. Frederick H. Pough. Color
illustrations. Textbook covering the whole field of minerals for both
student and veteran mineralogist - $4.50

FIELD BOOK OF COMMON ROCKS AND MINERALS. F. B. Loomis.
Nature Field Book series. For collecting, identification. 144 pages on
minerals, 96 on rocks. Minerals in which color is important for
identification are illustrated in color. Many photos, drawings. Geo-
logical time chart, bibl io., index, 352 pages. Special $3.50

ROCKS AND MINERALS OF CALIFORNIA. Vinson Brown and David
Allan. Manual for collectors, w i th maps showing California field tr ip
location. 48 specimens in color plates. Paper, $2.95 Cloth, $4.50

MINERALS AND ROCKS. H. W. Ball. Beautiful large color pictures of
geologic specimens are featured in this 96-page book $4.95

QUARTZ FAMILY MINERALS. Dake, Fleener, Wilson. Description and
occurrences of one of the most interesting mineral groups. Includes
quartz crystals, amethyst, sagenite, agate and chalcedony, jasper,
bloodstone, carnelian and sard, geodes and thundereggs, petrif ied
wood, etc. Reading list, illus., index. 304 pages $5.75

HANDBOOK FOR PROSPECTORS. M. W. von Bernewitz. Complete
guide for prospectors and operators of small mines, including equip-
ment, mining laws, mineralogy and geology, sampling and assaying,
field tests and measurements, markets and prices. Glossary, index,
547 pages $9

GEMSTONES OF NORTH AMERICA. John Sinkankas. The largest and
finest work on gem rocks of this continent. The author is recognized
as an expert. 675 pages, beautiful illustrations, many in color.
Indexed, plus bibl iography and glossary $15

THE ROCK BOOK. Carroll and Mildred Fenton. An authoritative,
usable volume on the rocks of the wor ld . A classic in its field.
Beautiful ful l color photos, plus 48 pages of black and white, and
drawings. 360 pages $8.95

HOW TO KNOW THE MINERALS AND ROCKS. Richard M. Pearl. An
illustrated field guide to more than 125 important minerals and rocks,
wi th identification keys. For the amateur and beginner; handy pocket
size. 192 pages $4.25

ROCK TO RICHES. Charles H. Dunning. Story of Arizona mines and
mining—past, present and future, wri t ten by a man wi th 50 years
mining experience in the Copper State. 406 pages. Illustrations. $8.75

POPULAR PROSPECTING. H. C. Dake, editor of The Mineralogist.
Field guide for the part-time prospector and gem hunter. Where to
prospect, description of minerals, valuable prospecting notes. —- $2

GEOLOGICAL STORY OF DEATH VALLEY. Thomas Clements. Revised
edition of a popular booklet about the geologic origins and forms of
the famous valley. Illustrated, 58 pages. Paperbound- $1.50

HOW TO CUT GEMS. Dan O'Brien. Long a popular guide book in
its f ield, it describes in understandable language the basic steps of
gem cutting, including slabbing, tr im sawing, dopping, polishing,
etc. 18 chapters. 50 pages. Paperback. $1

ART OF GEM CUTTING. Dake & Pearl. How to saw, gr ind, sand, dop
and polish cabochons and facets; optics, chemical and physical prop-
erties of gems; testing gems; instruments and equipment; special
lapidary techniques. Illus., paper. ___ $2

GEM TUMBLING. The Victors. A guide for amateur lapidarists. Also
describes baroque jewelry making. Paperback. 55 pages..— — $2

ULTRAVIOLET GUIDE TO MINERALS. Sterling Gleason. Invaluable
guide for both hobbyist and professional prospector of minerals,
gems, and ores. Four chapters on art of identifying minerals by
their fluorescence; charts for quick, simple identification. 250 pages,
color and black-and-white illustrations $6.95

DIVING AND DIGGING FOR GOLD. Pages of History Staff. A guide
for amateur prospectors and skin divers. Map showing major gold
deposits in Oregon, California and Nevada. 24 page booklet. $.75

GEM HUNTER'S ATLAS, SOUTHWEST. H. Cyril Johnson. 32 maps of
gem fields in Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico ..$1



NEW IDEAS for DESERT LIVING
By DAN LEE

pick up and go
VagaBondia!

Gel away from it alt and carry the comforts of
home with you! Fishing, hunting, camping, travel-
ing, relaxing . . . life's more fun with a Vaga-
Bondia!
• Sleeps 4 to 6! • Beautiful interior!
• Fits any pickup! * Completely outfitted!
• 6 ' 1 " headroom! • 25% more quality!
• VagaBondia Explorers Club—organized trips,

group activities!
• Cab-over models from $ 1 1 7 7 * 5 0

FREE BROCHURE! Write Dept. D

21203 S. FIGUEROA ST.
TORRANCE, CALIF.\Zaqa BtmcUa

"Specialists in
Southwestern Presswork"

\X1

— Printers of Desert Magazine —

Books
Pamphlets
Resort Folders
Color Production

*We offer these important extras to
authors who are considering the per-

sonal publishing of their
work: critical pre-pub-

lication analysis, print-
ing craftsmanship,

retail - wholesale
outlets, publicity,

and business in-
tegrity.
For free
estimates write:
DESERT
PRINTERS, Inc.

Palm Desert, Calif.

EACH MONTH, dozens of new products—specifically or inci-
dentally aimed at the desertland-oriented consumer—hit the
market. Most of these freshly engineered items fall into one

or more of the following categories:

1. Tools and equipment for desert homesteaders.
2. Camping equipment.
3. Gadgets for better desert living.
4. Recreational products.
5. Vehicles for special duty.

Starting this issue, Desert Magazine will gather and evaluate
several new items each month. The tests will try to determine the
following points:

A. What is the new product and how can it be
specifically applied to desert living?

B. If it is a tool or household product, what
makes it different from other products of a similar
nature?

C. Is it merely "new"—or is it truly practical
and useful?

D. Under first-hand testing, does the product
live up to the manufacturer's claims?

E. Complete specifications, prices and where-
to-buy data.

Offering test opinions on new products can be a delicate matter,
especially when these opinions are meant for mass consumption. To
do this job for our readers, this publication has called on Dan Lee, a
3 2-year-old freelance writer whose work to date has appeared in 35
national magazines. Lee has made new products his writing specialty
in over 600 published articles. He has examined, tested and written
about hundreds of new products for such magazines as Popular
Science, Popular Mechanics, Better Homes and Gardens, Popular
Boating, and Sunset.

Anyone with a manufactured product specifically applicable to
Desert Southwest use, can contact this column by writing to: New
Ideas, Desert Magazine, Palm Desert, Calif.

A NEW TOOL FOR CABIN
BUILDERS: A new portable
circular saw—called the "C-
Saw" by its maker — is an
amazing tool. It is powered by its
own tiny gas engine, allowing cord-
less operation free from outside power

sources. The advantages are obvious,
since most remote-area cabins are not
serviced with electricity. Careful de-
sign is obvious in the "C-Saw." The
3A horsepower two-cycle gas engine
itself weighs only 3*4 pounds. To-
gether with the saw housing and 8"
blade, total weight of the tool is a
low 11 pounds. This is lighter by
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PORTABLE SAW

two or three pounds than many elec-
tric 8" circular saws.

The "C-Saw" has a bevel adjust-
ment and will cut tW on 90° and
45° angles—with calibrated scales for
depth-of-cut and bevel. The saw is
activated by pulling the "string" on
the engine's rewind starter. The
choke lever is handy to the handle,
and it is quite simple to hold the saw
with one hand and pull the string
with the other. "C-Saw" has good
balance, good "feel" for a portable
tool.

Situated on the handle under the
user's thumb is a "kill-button". One
of the first things I noticed about the
tool was the swiftness with which
blade rotation halted—a good safety
feature.

PERFORMANCE: Users of elec-
tric circular saws will have to get used
to the "C-Saw". It isn't advisable to
ram the blade through a 2x4 with
sheer muscle power! Remember that
with electric saws you have tremen-

I HICKORY FARMS OF OHIO

"BEEF STICK"
"No Pepper"
"No Garlic"
"No Vinegar"
"No Pork"

• FOR SPORTSMEN •
A MUST for Fishing, Hunting,
Camping, Picnics, Boating, Pack-
ing Trips — Because of its long
lasting freshness—will keep with-
out refrigeration.

Guarantee of Satisfaction
and Safe Delivery
No Charge for Mailing

100% Pure Beef
Hickory Farms of Ohio

Western Division
P. O. Box 3306, Van Nuys, Cal.

Approx. 4 Ib, beef sticks ore $5.98 ea. includ-
ing all packing and mailing. Send check or

money order.
Please ship me Beef Sticks at $5.98 ea.

New Customer Old Customer

To:

Send a gift that is "Deliciously Different"

ELECTRIC BREATH

dous power behind the blade. With
a gas engine, the cutting performance
will depend in large part on atmos-
pheric conditions and carburetor ad-
justment. The first two or three times
I tried the "C-Saw" it ran through a
2x4 with ease—not as fast as an elec-
tric model, but reasonably fast. The
next day it was cloudy and I tried
again. This time the blade seemed to
bog down. A simple carburetor ad-
justment corrected the situation, how-
ever.

Plywood is a cinch to cut. The only
annoying fault I could find was the
gas-tank. With the saw used overhead
or on its side, fuel leaked out around
the cap gasket. Not much — but
enough to bother me. Tightening the
cap frequently is necessary.

All things considered, the "C-Saw"
looks and feels like a tool the cabin-
builder can really enjoy. It is a prac-
tical tool, not a toy. With care in op-
eration, I'd say it should last many
years. It will not supplant the electric
saw—but as the first portable circular
saw, it will find a definite place in
desert life. "C-Saw" is made by the
Comet Mfg. Co., P. O. Box 2098-D,
Pasadena, Calif. The Price is $119.95.
For a local source on a retail level
try the following: Valley Equipment,
4011 E. Palm Canyon Drive, Palm
Springs, Calif.; Arizona Welding
Equipment Co., 1001 Black Canyon
Road, Phoenix; Ray Heyne Machine
Co., 707 W. Buchanan, Phoenix.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR WIND-
POWER: Anyone who has
tramped the hills all day and
returned to camp, bone-tired,
knows the agony of puffing up an
air-mattress! An import from Japan
called the "Lectro-Flate" promises to
relieve such suffering. This product
is a tiny air-pump about the size of
a fist. It operates off either 6-volt or
12-volt auto battery. Just plug it into

NO NEED FOR ICE

your car's cigarette lighter receptacle,
attach the rubber tube on the pump

—continued on page 36

Desert Magazine
ART GALLERY

. . . invites you
to see your favorite Southwestern
artist's latest work

—SPECIAL EXHIBITS—
1961-62 Winter Season

Oct. 5-26

BEATIEN YAZZ
HARRISON BEGAY

talented Navajo artists

EVELYN GRIERSON
Ghost Towns of Nevada

Oct. 26-Nov. 16

CONRAD BUFF
Nov. 16-Dec. 7

R. BROWNELL McGREW
Dec. 7-28

JOHN HILTON
Dec. 28-Jan. 18

MILFORD ZORNES
Jan. 18-Feb. 8

BILL BENDER
Feb. 8-28

BURT PROCTER
Desert Magazine Art Gallery is in the
heart of Palm Desert, Calif., mid-way
between Indio and Palm Springs.

GALLERY HOURS: 9 to 5 every
day of the week (including Sundays)

FREE ADMISSION
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A Christmas Prayer
Greeting is a sincere and op
propriate verse

Winter Friends
Season's Greetings and Best
Wishes for the New Year

Greetings...
With Best Wishes at Christmas
and Happiness through all the
Coming Year

Christmas
Best Wishes for a Happy

Holiday Season

Santa's Helpers
Greeting is a friendly and ap-
propriate verse

Sign of the Season Western Wonder and Western Santa
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year

Glad Tidings along the trail and
Good Prospects for the New Year

Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year

Navajo Weaver
With Best Wishes for a Happy
Holiday Season

And Behold, The Star -"
Wild Best Wishes for (he Season
and Happiness throughout the
Coming Year

Competition
est Wishes for a Merry Christ-
mas and a Happy New Year

Main Street Music
A very Merry Christmas and
Rest Wishes in the Coming Year

inkn of «»* at Clrlilmai. .

Prairie Post Office
With Best Wishes lor a Merry

Thinkin' of you at ChristmasA Ranch House Santo
A friendly greeting at Christmas Merry Christmas and a Happy

New YearChristmas to Your Outfit from
Ours and Best Wishes for the NewYear

Loop Full Of Cheer

Best Wishes for the Holidays
and Happiness throughout the
New Year

USE THIS PAGE TO ORDER: Write quantity of each card you want in
box below illustration. Any assortment O.K. Circle total quantity and cost
below. Fill out coupon and mail entire page with cash, check, or money

The LAZyRL RANCH P.O. Box 950
Boulder, Colo.

Candles of The lord
May the Spirit of Christmas Abide
With You Throughout the Com-
ing Year

All new and different for 1961. Beautiful full-color reproductions of original
paintings by top Western artists Lorenz, Tilton, Donahue, Wands, and Hilton.
Printed on heavy-grade textured paper, folds to 4'/2"x 61 / / , with matching en-
velopes. With or without your name custom printed in red to match greetings.
These exclusive cards available by mail only. Your order shipped within 24 hours.
Orders accepted through Dec. 15 for this Christmas. Use this handy page, or
order by letter.. .today!

TOTAL QUANTITY 15

WITHOUT NAME $2.50

WITH NAME $3.50

Address

City

Names to
be printed

25

3.50

4.50

50

7.00

8.50

75

10.50

12.75

100

12.95

14.95

150

18.95

21.75

200

24.95

28.50

300

36.75

41.95

Colorado residents add 2%

Zone State

500

59.95

67.95

sales tax.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • WE PAY POSTAGE
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IPOMOEA TREES AND WILD CACTUS GARDEN, MORELOS

in the sparse furnishings of his office,
he produced a broken cardboard box
containing a few scattered timbres
and began sorting out the ten 30-
centavo stamps requested by Mom.

"Uno," he counted, tearing off a
single stamp and handing it to Mom.
"Dos," tearing off another and tend-
ering it. "Tres . . ." and so on, for
the full ten stamps.

After the postmaster had com-
pleted this onerous piece of business
it occurred to Mom that it might be
a long while before we found another
postoffice, and that a stamp in hand
was worth several somewhere else.
She accordingly produced three more
pesos and asked for another ten
stamps. Instead of swatting her, or
tossing her out of the office as he
probably felt like doing, El Casco's
postmaster heaved a deep sigh, look-
ed only slightly annoyed, and began
counting and tearing off, individually,
ten more stamps.

# # #
"BANK NIGHT" IN THE BACK-
COUNTRY: Mom is never happier
than when she is making others
happy, and that evening at Tempoal
she was in her glory—a bit of ribbon
and some lace for this little girl who
looked as if she might like to sew;
some marbles and a couple of plastic
soldiers for this boy; some bright con-
struction paper and a crayon for this
artistic-looking youngster — and for
every child, without fail, two or three
of the pretty Christmas cards we had
saved over the seasons.

Although every child in the group
was quivering with anticipation to
learn what he or she should receive,
I have never known a more orderly

crowd. There was no pushing or
jostling, no loud talk, no horse-play.
On two occasions older boys motioned
to Mom to give something to the
tinier ones instead of to themselves,
and once a boy of nine or ten years
quietly called her attention to a little
fellow who had arrived late and was
in danger of being overlooked. Near-
ly every child, as he received his gifts,
thanked her with a softly spoken,
"Gracias, sennra!"

During much of the program, an
elderly man and woman had been
looking on from the sidelines. As the
last child took his departure and we
got in the truck to leave, the old man
stepped forward, removed his hat and
clasped it over his breast, and in-

clined his head in a little bow. His
face was handsomely wrinkled, a very
kind face, and his voice was as soft
as the south wind whispering over
meadow grass. He said this was a fine
thing Mom had done, that she had
made all the little ones happy, and
when the little ones were happy,
everyone in the village was happy.

# # •
AT THE DURANGO MARKET:
In the course of our browsing through
the market we spotted some good
looking green peas and thought it
would be interesting to have a few
for supper. Without inquiring the
price, Mom asked for two pesos'
worth. With the pea-vendor piling
pods on the scoop of his scales, one
double handful after another, the
pile mounted higher and higher.

"Good grief!" exclaimed Mom, at
last. "How many is he going to give
us? How can we ever eat all those
peas'."

Perhaps the produce man under-
stood a bit of English; or maybe he
could interpret the tone of her voice.
In either case he glanced up coyly
and stopped putting peas on the scale.
Even at that, he had filled our shop-
ping bag half full of them for only
16 cents.

* * »
A CHICKEN FOR SALE: The small
amount of stock offered by some of
the Indian women at the market at
San Cristobal las Casas was truly
pitiful. One young woman, sitting on
the ground outside the market build-
ing and shivering in the chill morn-
ing air, was cradling on her lap a
single red hen. As she awaited a pur-

CAMP AT 10,500 FEET ALTITUDE, IN THE PINES NEAR PUEBLA
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ZINACANTECAN CORN VENDOR

chaser, the girl affectionately stroked
the glossy feathers on the hen's head
and neck, and now and again leaned
down to whisper to the bird. What
emergency, what tragic circumstance
or great need, was prompting the sale
of this fowl, so obviously a family pet?

# * *
CHIAPAS IS A BIT GAYER: Even
the people of this far south land of
Chiapas seemed conspicuously differ-
ent in character. Everyone was spon-
taneously friendly, openly exuberant.
When traveling in Mexico, Mom and
I make it a practice to wave to virtu-
ally everyone we meet or overtake
along the highway, whether afoot or
horseback or only standing beside the
road. Almost invariably the persons
to whom we wave respond to our
little gesture of friendliness and seem
pleased by it. But here in Chiapas
we found the tables turned. The
natives waved first! Many times, as
we passed along the road, we heard
small boys shout happily, "Buenos
dias, senoras!" or even "Buenos dias,
senoritas!" To us old musketeers, of
74 and 51, it was the height of flat-
tery to be called the equivalent of
"miss," and the greeting made a
great hit with Mom. Once, as we
passed a roadside group of young
men, our ears caught the familiar
two-note whistle of the Hollywood
wolf-pack, and one young fellow
threw us a kiss!

IGUANAS FOR SALE OR LEASE:
Soon after lunching at the edge of
Taxco, we began winding sharply
downgrade; and right in the middle
of one of the steepest pitches three

children dashed out in the road, di-
rectly ahead of us, in the same man-
ner movie highwaymen dash from
hiding to hold up the Deadwood
stage. But, instead of brandishing
six shooters, each of these Guerrero
youngsters was brandishing an igu-
ana!

Leaping out of harm's way, the
three children began pounding down
the road beside us, the repulsive liz-
ards cradled in their arms.

Each iguana was wearing around
its middle sort of a leash, or halter.
When I tried to prevail upon the
children to remove these ropes so
the creatures would look more nat-
ural, they refused—shaking their heads
violently even when I offered five
pesos for a single picture without the
halter.

Continuing down the grade we
were accosted by possibly a dozen
more youngsters, each with haltered
iguanas, offered for sale, lease, or
photographic purposes. After the first
experience, however, the novelty sort
of wore off and we did not stop again.

# • #
AT THE MONTE ALB AN RUINS:
One well-dressed Mexican appeared

to be completely captivated by the
place. He was alone and obviously
wished to remain so. In our wander-
ings over the plaza, and around the
pyramids and terraces facing on it,
we ran across this chap on several
occasions—possibly staring intently at
some huge carved stone, hands locked
behind his back and his entire atten-
tion concentrated on the object be-
fore him. Next we would see him
studying some other part of the ruins,
still lost in his own private world of
wonder and fascination. He respected
our privacy, we respected his; and in
the nearly two hours that the three
of us were in close association, we
exchanged a total of only six words.
This abbreviated conversation took
place when the three of us unexpect-
edly came face to face in an under-
ground chamber of one of the smaller
pyramids centering the plaza.

"£5 mucho grande!" offered Mom,
as an ice-breaker.

For a moment we thought the
Mexican hadn't heard her, or wasn't
going to answer. Then he shook his
head, slowly and wonderingly.

"Si!" he said, softly. "Pensar . . .
pensar . . ." ( T o t h i n k . . . t o t h i n k ) .

MOM AT THE TEMPLE OF QUETZALCOATL, PYRAMIDS OF SAN JUAN TEOTIHUACAN
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SMOG OVER THE DESERT

By ERW/N KAUPER

<{V T O FOG, NO SMOG!" read the ads for the ever-
IVJ increasing number of desert subdividers. Their

aim is to swell the population figures of desert
areas—but an unwanted by-product of this activity is,
inevitably, air pollution. Because of the wide open
spaces involved, this effect has not been too obvious—
so far.

BUT SOME SECTIONS OF THE AMERICAN DESERT
ARE BEHAVING SUSPICIOUSLY LIKE THE LOS AN-
GELES AREA OF THE EARLY 1940S.

Desert old-timers note that the ringing mountains, so
sharply etched against the horizon in earlier days, now
often appear dim and fuzzy. Pilots flying toward the
larger cities such as Phoenix and Tucson see telltale
brown haze blankets over the built-up areas.

These latter communities are aroused enough by the
situation to take some preliminary steps directed toward
discovering the extent of the smog problem. Money, to
the tune of $50,000, is being raised by popular subscrip-
tion to be used in a study—the first ingredient in an air
pollution control program. This action followed the
refusal of the Arizona Legislature to put up $35,000 for
this purpose.

Opponents to the State appropriation held that the
smog has been and is being studied extensively in Los
Angeles and elsewhere. If any break-through occurs,
it will be through the more massive research efforts
being expended by already established Air Pollution
Control agencies and the automobile manufacturers.
The results of this research will be directly applicable
to the desert's smog problem, so why spend money on
duplicate efforts?

THIS ARGUMENT WON THE DAY AT THE ARIZONA
STATE CAPITOL, BUT APPARENTLY THERE ARE
ENOUGH PEOPLE IN TUCSON AND PHOENIX EAGER
TO GET STARTED ON AN ANTI-POLLUTION PROGRAM
OF THEIR OWN—EVEN IF THEY HAVE TO PAY FOR
THIS BEGINNING OUT OF THEIR OWN POCKETS.

Will the sources of Arizona smog be revealed by this
study? Probably; and these will be the same sources
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that have caused trouble in other areas. There will be
local air pollution sources: from industry, mining oper-
ations, refuse dumps, open fires. These are the obvious
—cause-and-effect tied together by ribbons of smoke.
Less obvious, but more of a problem to control, are the
wide-spread area sources. Hundreds of small emitters
together pollute the air over cities, though each by
itself appears innocuous. Most of the Los Angeles va-
riety of smog is from this type of source, and represents
mainly the emissions from the automobile.

Another source of pollution is natural—the suspended
dust found occasionally filling the desert skies—the after-
math of dust and sand storms. Dust of this type is not
generally included with the man-made pollutants. How-
ever, many residents who live along unpaved roads find
road dust to be their main air pollution problem.

EXAMPLES OF THE LOCAL AND AREA TYPES OF
POLLUTION ARE READILY FOUND IN THE DESERT
SOUTHWEST.

Best-known and most venerable in that it has been a
visible symbol of the main industry of the desert since
the first prospector developed the first commercial min-
eral deposit, is the plume coming from the mill site of
a mine. Such mills and smelters have been less of a
problem in the desert than elsewhere, since their fumes
have room to disperse before encountering damageable
animal or vegetable matter.

STILL, THE MINING TOWN IN THE SHADOW OF THE
SMELTER SMOKE IS NOT CONSIDERED THE BEST
RESIDENTIAL AREA.

Cement plants traditionally have been distributers of
dust over the countryside. So long as population den-

*The author is a senior meteorologist with the Los Angeles
County Air Pollution Control District, but the opinions
expressed in this article on desert smog are his and not
necessarily those of the agency for which he works. This
timely report on smog is Kauper's third contribution to
Desert Magazine and follows his articles on "Wind—the
Desert's Worst Weather" in the May '61 issue; and
"What's Behind the Desert Mirage," August '61.



sity remained low, this situation was accepted as right
and normal.

The justification for using no controls on pollution-
production processes may be simply s t a t e d as being
based on economics. Air currents provided the easiest
and cheapest way to get rid of the dust by-products. As
people settled nearer to the mill or smelter, troubles
began. Industry claimed that since it was there first
it had a prior right to continue in its old ways. The
newcomer, though, claimed that they acquired a pro-
perty right to the clean desert air when they purchased
their piece of ground. Just because industry had been
using more than its rightful share of the air-in effect
squatting on air in the public domain-this did not mean
that it could continue this habit indefinitely. The cat-
tle rancher versus farmer tribulations of the early West
is being closely duplicated by the industrialist and home-
owner of the present day. The question then was whe-
ther anyone had the right to an unfenced range.

THE QUESTION HAS NOW BECOME: HAS ANYONE
THE RIGHT TO UNLIMITED USAGE OF THE AIR, TO
POLLUTE AS HE WILL?

The desert farmer, too, contributes to air pollution
through some of his practices. The burning of crop
refuse can smoke up an entire valley, as may be seen
in such favored places as the Coachella and Imperial
valleys. Crop spraying and dusting can be a serious
air pollution problem at times. Some materials, such
as 2-4D, used in weed control, prove to be plant-damag-
ing as far as 10 miles from the site of application, the
result of a gentle drift of the toxic material with the
wind.

ON THE OTHER HAND, THE FARMER IS OFTEN ON
THE RECEIVING END OF THE POLLUTION PROBLEM.

Crops and livestock may be affected by fluorine com-
pounds released by steel mills, and by sulfur dioxide
from smelters. A special case involves modern pollut-
ants—radioactive materials dusting the herds in southern
Nevada and eastern Utah, the aftermath of the atomic
weapons testing in Nevada. Farmers downwind of the
Southern California smog belt find their susceptible
crops showing increasing symptoms of air pollution in-
jury. For example, the alfalfa stands of the Antelope
Valley in the southwestern corner of the Mojave Desert
have shown the effects of smog, still potent after crossing
a mountain range—potent enough to wither and scar
the alfalfa leaflets.

This potency is the direct result of the peculiar chem-
ical reactions that occur in the atmosphere after the
smog-forming materials are released into the air. A
large source of hydrocarbons—gasoline vapor—acted on
by sunlight and allowed to combine with nitrogen ox-
ides—the result of any type of burning—results in the
eye-stinging smog of Los Angeles. As this cloud of
pollutants moves inland, pushed by the westerly winds,
the reactions continue, forming a whole series of ever-
changing compounds. Gradually the eye-irritating por-
tions disappear but the plant-damaging materials linger
on.

THAT AIR POLLUTION IN DESERT AREAS IS TAKEN
SERIOUSLY BY CONTROL AGENCIES MAY BE SUR-
MIZED FROM THE FACT THAT ROUTINE AIR AN-
ALYSES ARE BEING MADE IN DESERT COMMUNITIES.

The Riverside County Air Pollution Control District

AGRICULTURE BURNING SOUTHEAST OF INDIO IN THE COACHELLA VALLEY OF CALIFORNIA
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HOW WARM AIR LAYER TENDS TO TRAP SMOKE AND OTHER POLLUTANTS IN A DESERT VALLEY -

WARM AIR

is sampling the air at Blythe, Indio and Palm Springs.
Tests for plant damaging materials have been made by
Los Angeles County in the Antelope Valley, while San
Bernardino County has measured the oxidant concen-
trations in the Hesperia area.

WEATHER FACTORS CONDUCIVE TO DESERT AIR
POLLUTION ATTACKS HAVE BEEN STUDIED IN DETAIL.

While Southwest climate varies from that of a cool
high desert valley in Nevada to the warm valleys of the
Colorado Desert, certain conditions leading to potential
pollution are common to all. Basically, the weather
situation most likely to result in an air pollution attack
is the one that brings the nicest of weather. In this the
desert areas are similar to the coastal smog communities.

HOWEVER, WHILE LOS ANGELES HAS ITS SMOG
MAINLY DURING THE SUMMER AND EARLY FALL,
THE DESERT CONDITIONS OF WINTER BRING THE
GREATEST THREAT—THOSE QUIET SPELLS OF GENTLE
WINDS WHEN A STABLE AIR MASS SETTLES OVER
THE DESERT SOUTHWEST.

Under these conditions the air is most stable, so that
any pollutant added to the air tends to remain sus-
pended. When the build-up of these materials is great
enough, people take notice of the presence of air pollu-
tion.

During a period of air stagnation, cold air settles in
a valley. This air is overlain by warmer air above. Any
pollutant released near the valley floor will remain-
trapped, unable to rise because of the density difference
between the lower cold air and the overlying warm air.
As long as there is insufficient wind to move the polluted
air out, the pollution load will continue to increase.

A study made of the Antelope Valley by the Los
Angeles County Air Pollution Control District revealed
that this desert area's weather conditions are such that
potentially it could have about half the number of
smoggy days as does Los Angeles. Antelope Valley's bad
days would occur mainly in winter. The intense sum-
mer heat of the desert effectively keeps the air stirred,
allowing any pollutant to disperse into the higher
atmosphere.

T H E DESERT AREA WITH THE HIGHEST AIR POLLU-
TION POTENTIAL, BASED ON WEATHER FACTORS, IS
THE Low DESERT OF SOUTHEASTERN CALIFORNIA.

An expanding population and a valley configuration
conducive to eddying air currents, such as found in the
Coachella Valley, appear to make this region the one
with a pollution problem closest at hand. Evidence of
this may be seen in the generally low visibility observed
by the airport weather stations at Palm Springs and
Thermal. While the general desert visibility may be
40 miles or better, these stations will report a visibility

range of from 10 to 20 miles. And this is most often
haze (smog, if you will), not suspended dust from desert
dust storms.

HOW MUCH OF THIS POLLUTION LOAD HAS COME
FROM ACROSS THE MOUNTAINS FROM THE LOS
ANGELES BASIN IS NOT FULLY KNOWN.

However, there have been enough instances when the
air flow was such as to suggest that the haze of the
Coachella Valley is homemade.

One of the meteorological accomplices of the pollu-
tion problem in Coachella is the reversing wind flow
that regularly occurs. A flow from the northwest is re-
placed by one from the southeast.

THUS, AN INDIVIDUAL PARCEL OF POLLUTION MAY
BE CARRIED BACK AND FORTH ACROSS COACHELLA
VALLEY FOR SOME TIME BEFORE A FRESH WIND
CLEANS OUT THE VALLEY.

Can this process of progressive pollution of the desert
air be halted and reversed? While it has been stated
that the only positive control is to eliminate people, this
need not be the only solution. The people who choose
the desert in which to live, whether they made this
choice 50 years ago or just yesterday, deserve to breathe
the clean air they bought when they purchased their
piece of desert ground. Luckily, the desert is not a re-
gion in the forefront of industrial and commercial
development.

BECAUSE OF THE DESERT AREA'S LEISURELY PACE
OF GROWTH THE DESERT DWELLER MAY SAFELY
AWAIT DEVELOPMENTS THAT ARE NOW A POSITIVE
NECESSITY TO RESIDENTS OF THE CROWDED COASTAL
BELT.

As air pollution control engineers succeed in muzzling
emissions with control devices, these devices can be
made mandatory on smog-making sources in the desert
communities. Present technology can provide controls
for almost all types of industrial sources, including
cement plants and milling and smelting operations.
When the automobile control is developed, as surely it
must, this can be added as a weapon against the fouling
of air.

T H E GOAL OF CLEAN AIR FOR EVERYONE WILL BE
ACHIEVED ONLY THROUGH VIGILANCE.

New sources of power, new operations, all carry the
possibility of new pollution problems. But if controls
are applied as they are made available, the principle
of enough air for each man's vital functions, with no
one usurping the air of a community in which to dis-
pose of unwanted by-products of his activities, will be
attained in as complete a measure as is possible in the
imperfect social world. / / /
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w,ITH SHRILL whoops of mingled
pain, rage and frustration, the fierce
Mescalero Apaches fled from Fort Davis
and headed for their ancestral homes
high in the neighboring mountains, leav-
ing their dead and wounded on the
post grounds. The soldiers poured a
last volley at the fleeing Indians, and
then prepared to care for the wounded
and bury the dead.

Fort Davis, in the Trans-Pecos area
of Texas, was established in 1854 on

people," Tom said. "I guess Indians are
all alike. They don't want our way of
life."

The mother knew what the son had
not even guessed. "Emily did want our
life," she said. "She was in love with
you and wanted to marry you."

But, Tom married Mary. The weeks
became months and finally a year passed
with no news of Emily. She seemingly
had vanished into the nowhere from
whence she had come.

lndian Emilys Tragedy
By LOUISE CHENEY AUER —

orders of Jefferson Davis, Secretary of
War, to protect travelers on the Over-
land Trail leading to points West. Early
that morning the post had suffered a
surprise attack, but aided by men of
several large freight outfits that had
camped the night there, the soldiers in-
flicted heavy casualties on the Indians.

While the burial detail was working
at its grim task, one of the "corpses"
raised a hand and moaned. "Hey,"
cried a soldier as he bent over the prone
figure, "this one's alive, and it's a girl."

"Bring her inside," ordered the cap-
tain. "Put her in the hospital with the
men."

A young lieutenant, Tom Easton,
stepped forward and saluted. "Sir," he
addressed the captain, "my mother is
good at nursing and I'm sure she'll care
for the girl in our home. Let me call
her."

Mrs. Easton had the girl moved to
a comfortable adobe room behind her
home, and tenderly cared for her. Dur-
ing the Apache girl's convalescence, she
learned to speak a few words of English
—enough to make known the fact that
she wanted to remain with the Eastons
after she recovered. It was agreed that
she would be the Eastons' maid, and
the girl took the name, Emily.

Emily was supremely happy in her
new home until Mary Nelson and her
family moved to Fort Davis. Tom was
immediately attracted to Mary, and soon
was spending all his spare time with her.
Emily became increasingly silent and
withdrawn. And then it happened: Tom
and Mary announced their engagement.
That night Emily stole away.

"She's probably gone back to her

THE STATE'S TRIBUTE TO AN INDIAN HEROINE

The Indians, meanwhile, were raid-
ing the whites with increasing boldness.
Wagon trains, stages, travelers and out-
lying ranches were attacked. Fort Davis
was on constant alert.

One dark night a sentry at the Fort
detected muted footsteps near the post.
"Halt or I'll fire!" he commanded. No
answer came from a shadowy form
that whirled past him. The soldier
squeezed his trigger, and a woman cried
out in pain.

They found Emily on the ground.
She was fatally wounded.

"I hear talk," she was able to tell
her friend, Mrs. Easton. "My people
coming to kill by the light of morning—
I tell so Tom no get killed." And then
the Apache girl died.

The raiding party struck at dawn, but
the entire garrison was waiting. The
Apaches did not have a chance.

Emily was buried at the foot of the
mountain between the post buildings
and Limpia Creek. The fort carpenter
cut out a crude wooden headboard, and
printed upon it: "Indian Squaw—Killed
by Accident."

This caustic monument eventually
fell victim to the consuming efforts of
time and weather. Only a heap of rocks
remained to mark Emily's lonely grave
when, in 1936, the State Centennial
Commission of Texas erected a more
fitting headstone. The granite monu-
ment reads: "Here lies Indian Em'ly,
an Apache girl whose love for a young
officer induced her to give warning of
an Indian attack. Mistaken for an en-
emy she was shot by a sentry, but saved
the garrison from massacre." / / /

PRESENT-DAY RUINS OF FORT DAVIS, TEXAS

TURN THE PAGE FOR THE STORY
OF ANOTHER BRAVE TRIBESMAI



Dr. Tom-Tom-Beating-Thc-Wind
The strange story of an Apache Horatio Alger who rose to great

heights in the whiteman's world,

and then met heartbreak trying to help his fellow tribesmen

By OREN ARNOLD

INDIANS IN THE Southwest have
come a long way from the savagery
they once showed white pioneers;

and one of their own race set the main
pattern for this progress. Much of their
economic and social growth since 1940
has been exactly what a certain distin-
guished Dr. Carlos Montezuma cam-
paigned for, without success, prior to his
death in 1923.

His story is unequalled for sheer in-
credibility and excitement. It began
shortly before dawn in Arizona one
morning in 1871. Pima Indians, long
victims of the predatory Apaches,
swarmed down on an Apache camp
bent on revenge.

They got it. First step was to fire
the several dozen straw wickiups of the
Apaches. Then, jis the terrified villagers
came running through the flames, the
Pimas gleefully killed them. Only a few
escaped.

One six-year-old boy, named Was-
saja by his Apache mother, was scream-
ing and running down the slope when
a Pima warrior on horseback skidded
to a halt, snatched the lad up, then gal-
loped on with him.

By normal procedure this terrified boy
should have been taken to the victors'
camp and tortured for entertainment.
But his Pima captor felt he could be
sold for profit, so the lad was well fed
and groomed for a few weeks, then
taken to the white town of Florence,
Arizona.

"You want to sell this boy?" the
astonished whites asked. "Listen, you
ignorant heathen, slavery ended in this
country six years ago."

"Me sell," the Pima insisted.

It quickly became a town joke, with
many whites gathered around. Then
an itinerant photographer, a quiet-man-
nered man named Carlos Gentile, drove
up the street in his wagon. A local
yokel hailed him.

"Hey, Gentile, whyn't you come buy
this 'Pache boy? He ain't got no family.
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He could be yore son." The crowd
burst into laughter.

Mr. Gentile saw no humor in the
situation. Rather, he was taken by the
trembling little captive. He stooped
over him, trying to communicate; they
had no words in common. But Gentile's
heart was touched. He emptied his
purse—thirty dollars. The Pima took it
and rode away.

Carlos Gentile, an Italian trekking
through the Wild West taking pictures
for a living, thus became Wassaja's first
personal contact with white civilization.
The boy could hardly have been more
fortunate. Not only was Gentile well
educated and cultured, he was a man
of high ideals. He immediately had his
"son" christened — Carlos for himself,
Montezuma for a renowned ruler in the
pre-history of the Southwest. Then to
get the boy out of frontier environment,
he put him in his wagon and headed
eastward.

Their adventure is a classic of man-
teaching-son. Discovery was the main
part of it—the lad's first look at photos
and mistaking them for little live people;
his thinking window glass was ice; his
amazement at his first train—pulled by
an iron horse that ate live horses then
burned them for power, he decided.
But meanwhile he learned the strange
words and ways of the white people.

Upshot was that in barely two years
he was leading his class in a white school
in Chicago. He was expert in every-
thing; in 1961 we'd have classified him
as a "gifted child," which indeed he was.
He helped his new father open a fine
photo studio—"Large Photographs by a
Patented Process a Specialty." He went
to Sunday School. He sold newspapers.
He was on his way to becoming a Ho-
ratio Alger paleface hero.

Then another critical change came
into his life; Carlos Gentile dropped
out of it. We do not know why. We
know only that Gentile boarded the
boy with a Baptist minister named Stead-
man, then soon disappeared. Gentile

died in 1893 and was buried in Chica-
go's Mount Hope Cemetery. He must
have enjoyed high status, for his por-
trait hung on the wall of the important
Press Club in that era.

Young Carlos went on learning. Un-
der Mr. Steadman's guidance he got
help from the Urbana Y.M.C.A., en-
tered a university and was graduated
cum laude in 1884—just 13 years after
he had seen his first white man!

His Bachelor of Science degree led
him into an interest in medicine, so he
went on to become a doctor, and an
excellent one. Meanwhile, however, he
also had developed the instincts of a
crusader. He enjoyed much attention,
much acclaim from classmates, teachers,
even the public press, because of his
dark Indian color and background and
his outstanding scholarship. So he be-
gan to capitalize on that.

"Yes, I am an Indian," he'd say in
a public address, "but I am no better
than any other Indian. I have risen
high, you say, and it is true. But any
other Indian could do the same thing,
given half a chance."

Was that fantastic? Too idealistic?
Dr. Carlos Montezuma didn't think so.
In fact the thought became an obsession
with him. And as he prospered in med-
icine, he tried more and more to further
his crusade for helping the downtrodden
Indians of America.

He worked briefly for the U.S. Bur-
eau of Indian Affairs itself, but came
out of there embittered. He had seen
the crass misuse of public funds by that
agency, the graft and inefficiency. So he
began to campaign to the general public
•—against that Bureau. No less a per-
sonage than President Theodore Roose-
velt listened. Teddy, in fact, called
Montezuma to Washington, interviewed
him, and offered him a job as head of
that very Bureau!

Montezuma had the good sense to
decline. He said he could do his people
more good as a free-lance campaigner.

So he worked at it with more enthu-



siasm than ever. But this was an era
when all Indians were still bad Indians;
the general public had little feeling for
them, little sympathy. The dark-skinned
Apache doctor, more educated than
most whites, made no headway. He
spent his personal fortune trying, and
was frustrated at ever turn.

"Then I will take my campaign to
my own people themselves," he decided,
and spoke of it publicly. "1 will lead
the Indians in a social revolt."

Naturally he'd start with his own
tribesmen, the Apaches. So he jour-
neyed to Arizona, hired a hack and
driver and went back to Iron Mountain
where he had been captured as a terri-
fied little boy in a Pima raid. He wept
there for his mother, who had tried to
save him. Then he spoke to a group of
Apache men. He told them they could
do what he had done; they could de-
mand their rights and rise high, equal-
ing or bettering the palefaces in social
status and prosperity. They were real
Americans, and he was here to help
them, he would lead them to a level
undreamed of.

He waited for their reaction. It came
—and it stunned him.

They began to laugh, in derision.

"You are a fool," their leader finally
explained. "You are Dr. Tom-Tom
beating the wind. You yourself have
everything. Why are you concerning
yourself about us?"

There in a drama-charged moment
came the whole crux of the matter.
These Apaches, savages for centuries
behind, simply had no conception of the
missionary instinct. You have every-
thing — house, horses, food, women,
wealth—why are you trying to help
those who have not? You are a fool!

He was appalled.

He was seeing the one powerful driv-
ing force between savagery and Chris-
tianity; between the life of fang and
claw and the love of fellow man.

The discovery broke him. He did
not give up easily, in fact he went on
trying for some years. But he made
no headway. Those very Apaches dis-
owned him—a fact which causes some
modern historians to say that Monte-
zuma was not an Apache. They meant
spiritual disowning; they were ashamed
of a man so weak as to want to help
somebody who had less than he.

Back in his fine medical practice in
Chicago, he wrote documents, he made
speeches, he published tracts, he did
everything he could to promote his
cause, trying to blind himself to per-
sonal rebuffs from the red folk. Even
the whites were apathetic.

Finally he became ill. And with that,
he became despondent. His wife, a
Hungarian woman named Maria, could
not help him. He loved her, he insisted,
but he was going back to Arizona once
more. No, she was not to accompany
him, she must stay in Chicago and col-
lect the bills owed him.

He came to Phoenix, again hired a
hack and was driven to the Apache
desert reservation near old Fort Mc-
Dowell. He dismissed the driver, hired
an Apache girl to build him a typical
poor-looking wickiup, and arranged for
her to bring him a little food each week.

many states. Also a few Apache tribes-
men gathered, with their squaws. Had
they came to scoff? To jeer at Dr.
Tom-Tom-Beating-The-Wind? Maybe.

But after the white ceremonies, some
of the dark squaws began chanting over
his grave at sundown. And it was not
a chant of derision. It was a sacred
thing, a proclamation that this good
man had been more important than they
realized, and had at last been accepted
as one of their tribesmen again. He
would go down in history as their
prophet.

In that they were correct.

Then, wretched with tuberculosis, the For by 1950 many of Montezuma's

distinguished Chicago physician, widely
known as a stomach specialist who
treated the elite of white society, wrap-
ped himself in an old blanket and lay
down in the wickiup to die.

A missionary found him, and sent
for Maria. She came, but she could do
little. On a cold, rainy desert day in
January of 1923 the crusader passed
on.

He had been a prominent officer in
the Masons, so the Masonic funeral was
impressive, attracting mourners from

DR. CARLOS MONTEZUMA AT 50 YEARS OF AGE

recommended reforms were in force. By
1960 many more were, and all the
Southwestern tribesmen were profiting
thereby. The Apaches, fiercest of all,
have become important cattlemen, for
instance. Long ago he recommended
that dirt farming not be forced on these
fine horsemen, but that cattle raising be
encouraged.

"He was an Indian ahead of his time,"
a modern Apache said recently. "He
was not beating the wind. He was
beating the heart." / / /
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EDWARD M. KERN

The
KERN BROTHERS

and
THE IMAGE OF THE WEST

The Kerns were topographic artists with the Fremont Expeditions. They
sketched the West as they saw it, but in spite of their best efforts, the
image of the West was to remain a Romantic one almost into our own
day. It was a garden in its valleys, with gossamer clouds on its sharp
peaks. No desert existed which given water would not bloom; no

denuded hill which did not conceal some color and mystery.

By ROBERT V. HINE
Assistant Professor of History, University of California at Riverside

(This article is reprinted through the courtesy of the Utah Historical Quarterly)

1 ORTY-TWO ARTISTS applied for
the job; the wonder was there were not
more. John Charles Fremont by vivid-
ly reporting his first two western expe-
ditions had kindled immense general ex-
citement about his third, and in 1845
the artists appeared particularly suscep-
tible to the call. From this horde of
eager artistic aspirants Fremont chose
a lanky Philadelphia art teacher, Ed-
ward Meyer Kern, known as Ned. Kern
was a personable young man, full of
humor, loving a joke and a good bottle.
He idolized Fremont, and within him
flamed a passionate curiosity about the
American West, based, however, on a
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very hazy picture of what it was really
like.

For most men the land beyond the
Ohio and the Mississippi was pure fancy.
The unimaginative simply read Ohio
rivers or Mohawk Indians into the blank
spaces, but the imaginative had used
the prose of Lewis and Clark and Zeb-
ulon Pike "to create a multiform and
fantastic West."

George Catlin and Charles Bodmer
helped to correct and sharpen the im-
age in the 1830s. Their drawings
proved that Mandans hardly looked like
Mohawks and that the landscapes along
the Missouri were as much like the

banks of the Ohio as chalk like cheese.
Following them in the 1840s the head-
strong, intense, soft-spoken lieutenant of
the Topographical Corps, John Fremont,
would four times ride west from the
Mississippi. On each trip he included
an artist to record the scene and to adorn
his reports. The controversies that later
swirled around Fremont—in the con-
quest of California, in the campaign for
President, in the contretemps with Lin-
coln—obscured the fact that his finest
contributions lay in further shaping the
early picture of the West.

In this work one of his chief aides
was to be Edward Kern, who, however,



in 1845 was the greenest of greenhorns.
James Fenimore Cooper would have de-
scribed him as a "single gentleman un-
der the influence of the winds." So now
on a cold and drizzling June day he rode
through the tumultuous town of West-
port, Missouri, and on to the prairies
to join Fremont's outfitting camp. There,
amid dinner pots slung over fires, loud
talk, and after-meal songs, he took out
his sketch pad and became the camera
of the expedition, henceforth catching
candid views of the men, the camps,
the saddling and catching up the flora
and fauna and geology of the route.
His first sketches included the local
Indians, such as the missionized Shaw-
nees nearby. He wrote his brother that
the Indians did not resemble in the
least the drawings seen in Philadelphia.
"The women are up and down like a
plank board, no grace, no poetry. It
wants a good deal of imagination to
make them like (John G.) Chapman
paints them." Ned was already discard-
ing some fanciful ideas.

He was adding many another. Walk-
ing over the prairie one day, he picked
up some ribbed mussel shells, reminders
of ancient seas. He became most curi-
ous about the flowers, took a closer look
at the unfamiliar ones, and probably
pressed a few for future study. For a
scientific friend back home he was on
the lookout for a buffalo skin with the
skull still in it, most likely to be used for
anatomical comparisons. So in these first
days he was already engaged by what
would be the two masters of his life for
the next fifteen years, art and science.

For seven months they tramped, map-
ped, and collected, to Bent's Fort, over
the Rockies to Salt Lake, skirting the
ridges of the Great Basin, and over the
Sierra. The sweet streams of one day
would be followed by alkali or salt an-
other. Their Christmas was on a wild
eastern slope of the Sierra with a yule
log of yucca, and their New Year's feast
was of acorns, a "swinish food" as Ned
called it. They suffered Indian attacks,
mosquitoes, fleas, greasy beards, and
emerging ribs. But Ned also carried a
growing pile of charts and sketches:
Erodium Circutarium, Fremontia vermi-
cularis, Platamts occidentalis, and water
colors which caught "the bold outlines
of the mountains grown with lofty pines
and groves of aspen, dimmed slightly
by the morning mists."

California during the conquest in
1846 and 1847 was unfortunately not
the place of concentrated attention on
art and science. Fremont's party be-
came a part of the regular army, and
Ned Kern, now a first lieutenant, was
placed in charge of Fort Sutter, the
manorial estate of the pompous gentle-
man from Switzerland. While there Ned
recruited men and horses; he organized

relief for the Donner party trapped in
the Sierra; but, more important for his
future, he was forced into frequent con-
tacts with Hokan and Penutian Indian
groups of the Sacramento Valley.

One of his basic tasks was to protect
the settlers from the Indians' hostile
forays, but whenever Ned led the small
garrison from the fort to punish what
he called the "naked Diggers," he car-
ried his pencils with him and brought
back sketches of the natives, including
buxom women, unclothed except for
light grass skirts, gathering, cleaning, or
carrying grass seed. Some years later
in 1853 Henry Rowe Schoolcraft asked
Ned about California Indian customs,
and he responded with three handsome
drawings of natives preparing food. In
an accompanying article he added some
appreciative remarks on their crafts: "In
the manufacture of their baskets and
socks, they display much neatness and
taste, particularly in those covered with
feathers, generally, from the summer
duck, and scalps of the redheaded wood-
Kern: River, County; Kernville. Kern:

Canyon, Flat, Hot Springs, Lake,
Peak, Point, Ridge; Little Kem
River, Little Kern Lake, Kern-Ka-
weah River. The name of the
river was given by Fremont in
1845 for his topographer and artist,
Edward M. Kern, of Philadelphia,
who narrowly escaped drowning
while attempting to cross the
stream.

—"California Place Names"
by Erwin G. Gudde

pecker. . . ." But the punitive nature of
the marches had left another impression,
for he also said, "Treachery and theft,
as with all Indians, form part of their
creed."

On Kern's return to Philadelphia in
early 1847 he was a center of consider-
able interest, especially among scientists.
Two of his older brothers, Benjamin,
a physician, and Richard, an artist like
himself who had recently been accepting
commissions for anatomical and botan-
ical drawing, had frequent contacts with
important local scientists like Joseph
Leidy and Joseph Carson. Ned, through
these introductions and his own new
empirical knowledge, became part of a
scientific circle, and within the year all
three Kern brothers were elected to
membership in the Philadelphia Acad-
emy of Natural Sciences.

Ned's active progress, however, as
ariist and scientist was not again resumed
until the year after his return to Phila-
delphia, when in 1848 he joined Fre-
mont again. The outfitting camp outside
Westport was considerably different. It
was fall, October, with goldenrod on the

prairies rather than spiderwort. The
cottonwood leaves were turning and the
prairie wind bore a chill. This time the
party numbered Ned's brothers, Richard
and Benjamin, as well as himself and
some thirty others. They were heading
in winter for the wild peaks and sharp
ridges of what is now southwestern Col-
orado to prove a feasible route for a
railroad.

"Everything went off well with the
exception of some packs on wild mules
and they went off too." So Dick pic-
tured the beginning of the rhythm of
shivering predawn breakfasts, straying
animals, gumbo mud, and the night fires.
The unmanageable packs bulged with
surveying instruments, cans and kegs and
presses for collecting, and alcohol mixed
with tartar emetic to prevent its preserv-
ing men rather than specimens.

Ned, compared to his brothers, was
now calloused, inured, enjoying the taste
of prickly pear, even beginning to think
like a mountain man: "Godey today
killed two (buffalo) cows, and we had
a glorious mess of guts. . . ." He con-
tinued to sketch enthusiastically — the
front face of a bull, daily camps, the
Kiowas and Arapahoes passing along
the Arkansas—and at night he and Dick
would draw by the firelight, their tears
from the wood smoke watering the col-
ors.

As befitting members of the Pennsyl-
vania Academy, the scientific senses of
all three brothers were alert on a wide
front. They could make their friend
Joseph Leidy happy with word of any
new variety of lizard or mouse; Joseph
Carson would be pleased to hear of any
uncatalogued plants, especially those be-
lieved by the Indians to have medicinal
properties; Samuel Morton was anxious
to get some Indian skulls for compara-
tive purposes. All of the Kerns filled
their journals with scientific descriptions
of clouds, flowers, and animals.

Already on November 3 they ran into
driving snow, and when they reached
the Arkansas River the current bore
chunks of ice. It was only the begin-
ning of an exceptional winter and a
tragic story. The small group of thirty-
three men which entered the deep,
storm-racked canyons of the Rockies
emerged at the New Mexican settlement
two months later like stunned souls be-
fore judgment. A third of them were
left in the snow, dead. The others had
survived starvation and cold only after
an agonizing tour through the environs
of death.

The tragedy, unfortunately, was not
finished. Benjamin was to die in a
grievous sequel. He and Old Bill Wil-
liams, the guide, headed back into the
snow-packed mountains to retrieve the
cache of supplies and belongings which
was their only hope of soon getting
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LAGUNA PUEBLO AS IT WAS FIRST SKETCHED BY ONE OF THE KERNS .

home. They found the possessions —
clothes, surgical instruments, medicines,
drawing equipment, sketches, bird and
plant collections, perhaps even a little
money—but on the return trip twelve
Ute Indians attacked and murdered
them, scattering the packs.

Ned and Dick were left penniless and
stranded. "The clothes we have on our
backs is all we have saved." But for-
tunately their skills proved much in de-
mand in New Mexico. The army was
engaged in the herculean task of map-
ping the whole province newly acquired
from Mexico. When Lieutenant James
H. Simpson, Topographical Corps, ar-
rived in Santa Fe with reconnaissance
orders, he could thank his guardian an-
gel at finding on the scene two trained
artists and topographers to help him.
He hired the Kerns immediately. Their
first task with Simpson was to map un-
charted Navajo country on a punitive
march with the army. It was a rich op-
portunity to observe Indians in undis-
turbed native haunts. How many men
did they know at the academy in Phila-
delphia who would have given an arm
to be thus contacting Pueblos and Nav-
ajos! Moreover, the Kerns would meas-
ure a few more skulls for Morton; snare
some strange lizards for Leidy; and cap-
ture for their own delight any number
of bright birds from a terra incognita.

During 1850 one topographic job led

to another: ascertaining sites for army
posts, reconnoitering for dependable sup-
plies of water, wood, and forage grass.
The Kerns were hired by each succes-
sive officer of the Topographical Corps
in New Mexico: Lieutenant James Simp-
son, Lieutenant John Parke, and Lieu-
tenant John Pope. Finally, in the sum-
mer of 1851 they each took surveying
jobs which ushered them out of New
Mexico on the long trail home. For
Dick it was a westward assignment with
Lieutenant Lorenzo Sitgreaves and Lieu-
tenant John Parke to survey the Zuni
and Colorado rivers. For Ned it was
north and east, blazing an improved
route between New Mexico and Fort
Leavenworth.

Thus, although the Fremont fourth
expedition was a bitter episode, it forced
them into experiences which broadly ex-
panded their knowledge of the West and
gave them an opportunity to carry the
image they were creating to a wider
audience. In James Simpson's report on
his trip from Fort Smith to Santa Fe,
two Kern lithographs appear, one a sci-
entific study of a fish with legs (what
strange monsters will these western lands
reveal?); the other, one of the earliest
views of Santa Fe. Simpson's account
of the Navajo expedition was studded
with both black and white and colored
Kern lithographs. There were Pueblo
Indians in ceremonial and in everyday

simple dress, in individual profile or in
group religious rites; there were recon-
structions of pueblo ruins, pottery pat-
terns, and rock inscriptions; and there
were views of precipitous passes in the
Tunecha Mountains and the barren des-
erts around Chaco Canyon. To Lorenzo
Sitgreaves' record of the Zuni and Col-
orado River expedition, Dick added
numerous sketches of Zuni weavers and
blacksmiths, views of the Colorado, and
sagebrush rolling into infinity.

Home again, the Kerns were courted
by the artistic and scientific worlds. Dick
wrote that fellow artists looked at him
"with veneration because I've seen such
places." He and Edward were in de-
mand as authorities on Indians, western
flora and fauna, they were sought to
discuss routes for a transcontinental rail-
road, and their packs of birds and in-
sects and bones bolstered the collections
in the glass cases of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, while their stories
must have livened many a session in
its library and halls.

Dick's interest in the transcontinental
railroad route caused Ned facetiously to
call him the "Chief of Roads." There
was truth in the joke, and even the
United States Congress heard Dick's
opinions quoted. Captain John Gunni-
son chose him as artist for the railroad
survey over the thirty-eighth parallel.
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. . . THE SAME VIEW AFTER THE LITHOGRAPHERS HAD SUPERIMPOSED THEIR O W N IDEAS UPON THE WORK OF THE ARTIST.

For Gunnison he drew some splendid
scenes of the Cochetopa Pass and
the Sangre de Cristos which appeared
with others in the second volume of the
Pacific Railroar1 Reports, but they were
his last contribution to an image of the
West. In the Sevier Valley with Cap-
tain Gunnison and six others he was
murdered by Ute Indians. And how
near to the bones of Ben!

Edward's days with the West were
also closed. Hereafter his talents were
expended for the navy in the far Pacific.
His return from Japan in 1860 was fol-
lowed by a short service in the Civil
War after which he died in Philadelphia
in 1863.

The Kerns had flourished in an age
of artistic Romanticism. Thomas Cole
and Thomas Doughty, Thomas Birch
and Jasper. Cropsey—these were among
the Romantic painters whose works the
Kerns absorbed during their youth. Well
they knew the Hudson River school of
landscape with its moody evocations,
and the wind from the American West
(was it Shelley's wild west wind?) blew
in the same intellectual direction. A
later group of Romantics, like Albert
Bierstadt, substituted the Rocky Moun-
tains for the Hudson River; the scene
changed but not the technique and the
moods. The West was attractive to
Romantics for one reason, because it
was still little enough known to be sub-

ject to legend. The trans-Mississippi
West, like the fountains of Bimini or
the pearls of Calafia, was still the stuff
of dreams. In the Kerns' day the myth
of the Great American Desert was be-
ing supplanted by the myth of the Gar-
den of the West, while the myth of the
Noble Savage continued its traditional
clash with the myth of the Villainous
Indian. But all were myths and all were
Romantics; they were emotions and
wishful thinking, not rational judgments
of fact.

To what extent did the Kerns as to-
pographic artists Romanticize their im-
age of this West?

In this connection the important thing
to remember about men like the Kerns
is that their purposes were scientific
and reportorial. Simpson or Sitgreaves
or Gunnison, who hired them, did so
because, as Fremont said, they could
"hold those lovely views in all their deli-
cate coloring," that is, report the scene
exactly as it was seen. It is interesting
to note that Eugene Delacroix, the
French painter, was employed about the
same time to illustrate for a diplomatic
mission to Algiers. His resulting "doc-
uments," however, were highly Roman-
tic, imaginative interpretations of an ex-
otic land. The Kerns, even if they had
had the skill of Delacroix, had none
of his inclination to interpret Romantic-
ally.

They themselves held few illusions
about the West. They were intensely
curious, but their natural reactions
tended to be skeptical with a liberal
laugh for the overblown. Nothing in any
of their writings remotely approaches
Catlin's description of Indians "whose
daily feats with their naked limbs, might
vie with those of the Grecian youths in
the beautiful rivalry of the Olympian
games." On the contrary, the Kerns
not only, as we have seen, depicted some
Indian women as "up and down like
a plank board," but found whole tribes,
like the Mojaves, ugly, dirty, and vil-
lainous. They did evaluate Cheyenne
art work or Pomo crafts with real ap-
preciation, but never did they see the
West in terms of idealized Indians sur-
rounded by an exotic land.

Yet judging from the lithographs
taken from Kern sketches, the brothers
seem frequently to stylize and exagger-
ate for effect, rather like F. W. Egloff-
stein who followed them into the South-
west. Dick's tall, balloon-like version
of the cliffs above Casa Blanca in Can-
yon de Chelly are as fantastic as were
Egloffstein's engravings of brooding
Grand Canyon spires. This, as Wallace
Stegner has said, was not falsification;
it was what the Romantic vision actually
saw. Nevertheless, it was not realism,
and the Kerns might seem, therefore,
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NOTE CHANGES IN PERSPECTIVE OF THE SKETCH (TOP) BY RICHARD KERN
OF A KIVA AT THE JEMEZ PUEBLO. FROM THE FIRST SKETCH TO THE FINAL
ENGRAVING (BOTTOM), THE ROOM HAS BECOME LONGER AND WIDER.
THE LITHOGRAPHER ADDED HUMAN FIGURES AND PATTERNED POTTERY.

to have succumbed to Romantic influ-
ences.

But not necessarily so. One of the
curious things about the Kerns' work
is that few of these exaggerations are
present in the original sketches and draw-
ings; they appear rather in the subse-
quent lithographs and engravings. The
transition here from sketch to litho-
graphs is important. Few artists made
their own lithographic stones. In most
cases an eastern firm like Duvals of
Philadelphia or Sarony of New York
would etch the slate, presumably in the
process following the sketches as closely
as possible. The 1840s and the 1850s
were the golden age of lithography, and
each lithographic house catered to a wide
public. This meant, for one thing, that
the lithographers tended to develop their
own individual styles which became al-
most unconsciously superimposed on the
work of the artists. It also meant that
when certain details had to be supplied
to a sketchy drawing, the lithographer
was apt to depict his own concepts or
those which he felt would please his audi-
ence. Thus when Ackerman in New
York rendered Dick's sketch of a New
Mexico blacksmith shop, he completely
changed the perspective, vastly enlarged
the room, and clothed the Indians like
European medieval artisans.

The Kerns, as scientists might be ex-
pected to do, drew the West as they
saw it, not through the mist of Roman-
ticism. But those who rendered their
drawings into published form were not
above revision into a mold more readily
understood. It is but another example
of history written in the likeness of its
final recorder, who sees—and probably
has no choice but to see—only those
things which he already knows.

Even more important, it was the
prints not the original drawings which
were most responsible for molding the
image in the popular mind. For every
one original painting, there were litho-
graphs, sold for a quarter or less, hawk-
ed through the streets from carts by the
thousands. More thousands were stud-
ied in the government reports of Fre-
mont, of Simpson, of Sitgreaves, or of
Gunnison.

So, almost in spite of topographic
artists like the Kerns, the image of the
West was to remain a Romantic one for
a long time, at least until John Wesley
Powell, if not into our own day. It was
a garden in its valleys, with gossamer
clouds on its sharp peaks. No desert
existed which given water would not
bloom; no denuded hill, which did not
conceal some color and mystery. The
Kerns did not see it that way; they were
more scientific in their orientation. But
their voice might as well have been
raised to stop that wild west wind from
trumpeting its prophecy. / / /
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MORE ON THE IMAGE OF THE VEST:

TWO ARTISTS;
TWO IMPRESSIONS

ONE OF THE most persistent
refrains in the history of
Western art is the old story

of the talented Eastern painter
harboring a childhood longing for
the spacious West, realizing his
dreams in a temporary or per-
manent move to the West, and
once here, making a reputation
for himself as a chronicler of
some particular phase of the col-
orful, varied and inspiring West-
ern scene.

Such an artist was Frederic
Remington, the 100th anniver-
sary of whose birth we pause to
remember this month of October,
1961. He left the East in 1880
with sketch pad in hand. When
his life's work was done (Rem-
ington died at 48), critics said
of him that he had "captured
the aroma of the West."

And such an artist (although
perhaps on not so lofty a plane
as occupied by Remington) is
Gerard Curtis Delano whose
painting, "Navajo Shepherdess,"
appears on the cover of this mag-
azine. Navajos are Delano's fa-
vorite subject, and the basis of
his somewhat unique station in
Western art is: "He captured
the nobility of the Navajo."

Delano began drawing "Indi-
ans on horses" as a four-year-old
in New England.

"Today, that is still my favorite
subject," he says.

Working as a clerk in a New
Bedford sporting-goods store by
day, and studying art at night
school, he soon graduated to designing textiles and
women's fashions. Later, he went into free-lance hu-
morous caption drawing for the old magazines Life,
Judge and Puck. All during this busy time, the king-
size dream persisted: "Someday I will paint the spacious
West."

After serving in World War I, Delano obtained a job
with an advertising agency. "When work slackened
that summer, I found my first chance to go West, and
so I went," he relates. "On a Colorado cattle ranch I
learned to ride, and I found there the kind of subjects

FREDERIC REMINGTON'S "LUNCHEON IN THE DESERT"

GERARD CURTIS DELANO'S "THE DISCUSSION"

I wanted to paint as a magazine illustrator and cover
artist."

Remington, in his 1880 trek, was immediately aware
that the days of the frontier West were limited. The
West was changing before his very eyes, and he had to
work fast. The West that his genius created was as
unromantic on canvas as it was in actual fact. Reming-
ton's cowboys needed baths; his soldiers were only life-
size and unmilitary; the mountains were rugged, the
deserts dusty, the waterholes foul.

Delano's career has had many sharp ups and downs.
His magazine venture sagged with the Depression, so he
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REMINGTON: "DON GOMEZ AND HIS LANCERS AT OCHOA SPRING"

DELANO: "THE LADIES ARE GOING TO TOWN"

REMINGTON: "MARCHING IN THE DESERT"
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returned to Colorado and a modest homestead where
he was pleasantly surprised to discover that he could
"live well, even on a year's total income of $400."

Delano met the Navajos, some of whom "lived well
on $4 a year." Industrial America was hurting, but the
Navajo was little affected. He had his magnificent do-
main; he had his string of ponies; he had his mutton on
the hoof; he had his loving family; and he had his
meaningful life. Was this then, the core of what the
West would mean for Delano?

He did a 102-week series for a national magazine on
"The Story of the West." Each drawing, with a page
of copy, illustrated one of the highlights of the develop-
ment of the West. After the series, Delano turned to
selling individual paintings. His free-lance art career
blossomed and then wilted, so he went into the large-
scale reprint business, acting as his own salesman.
Again the pattern repeated itself: rise, decline.

A deeply religious man, Delano searched his consci-
ence for an answer to his repeated economic plight,

"I realized that all my efforts thus far had been solely
with the idea of self-advancement," he said. "Now I
felt it important to change my point of view to that of
rendering a service to and for God.

"My thoughts changed from getting to giving. God
had given me a talent with which to create beauty, and
this was what He wanted me to do."

Delano returned to hard work—and the Navajo.
Remington's passion was to show the dynamic West

as it really was. He was a documentary artist. He was
meticulous. When he painted a trooper and his horse,
it was a particular soldier who lived and breathed and
had a name; and the horse was unique in a world full
of horses.

Delano's passion is to pass on the inspiration he has
found in the West of his boyhood and manhood dreams.

His nightly prayers, during the time of his life when
his art career seemed doomed, contained this entreaty:

"God, give me the power to paint pictures better than
any I've ever done, paintings so fine and so beautiful
that people will love them and be inspired by them."

From Remington we have "men with the bark on"—
sweaty, dusty, dressed for the trail, tough, ready at a
moment's notice to work, play or fight.

From Delano we have stately Navajos at a placid
waterhole, silhouetted against an orange cloud; a
bronzed athlete executing smoke signals with a brilliant
red blanket; a Navajo shepherdess passing through a
dramatic sky.

Today Delano lives and prospers in Denver. Visitors
to his studio often ask whether he paints on order
or on speculation.

"Neither," he answered. "I paint on faith."
Although Remington's West and Delano's West are

startlingly different realms, the observer recognizes them
as emanating from the same amazing country. It is
significant to note that Remington and Delano and
countless other artists have withdrawn from the reser-
voir of Western subject matter what they would; but
enough remains for legions upon legions of American
artists still unborn. These artists of posterity will look
Westward for whatever special satisfaction to their per-
sonal souls they will believe awaits them in deep can-
yons, windy mesas, towering mountains and the chang-
ing desert.-£C7G£Ar£ L. CONROTTO ///



DESERT
WOODPECKERS

By EDMUND C. JAEGER
author of: "Desert Wildflowers,"
"The California Deserts," "Our
Desert Neighbors," "The North

American Deserts"

WOODPECKERS ARE very
clever and adaptable birds. We
should not be over-surprised to

find them making a place for their
activities in the somewhat barren
and dry deserts. At least three kinds
are year-long desert residents; two
others are winter visitants only.

If you are traveling in the agave
and yucca country anywhere from
western Texas to southeastern Cali-
fornia or in Baja California, you are
certain sooner or later to see the
jaunty little Ladder-backed Wood-
pecker (Dryobates scalaris). Some
other names it has (many of them
quite local) : Texas Woodpecker,
Speckle-check, Cactus Woodpecker,
Baird's Woodpecker and San Lucas
Woodpecker. There are at least 15
subspecies, each just a bit different
from its fellows. All are small birds
(about IV2 inches in length), and
have barred black - and - white back
and outer tail feathers. The inner
tail feathers are black.

The Ladder-back is shiest of all
the woodpeckers that inhabit our
arid lands throughout the year. When
it spies you, it is quite likely to sidle
around a yucca or agave flowering
stalk till it is hidden from view. It
is a creature "thoroughly of the wild,"
staying quite apart from places
haunted by man. More often it is
heard than seen.

The call note is a distinctive one-
thin, sharp and short; occasionally it
is repeated. In the mating season the
birds are more noisy; the ordinary
note being supplemented by a vari-
ety of others, none of them musical.

Sometimes you may see where the
birds have chiselled out their nest
cavities in the tall, pithy flower-stalks
of yuccas and agaves, usually in stalks
of the previous season. The opening
to the nest shaft is only about 1V4
inches in diameter, and placed well
up. The 12-inch excavation is made
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GILA WOODPECKER. Photograph by J. Fred Dodson. For a
discussion of Dodson's birdlife camera technique, see page 30.
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downward in the strong straight stalk,
and at its bottom on a bed of chips,
residue of the chiselling, the four or
five small white eggs are laid.

A nesting pair of Ladder-backs,
which I had under observation on
the slopes of Pinyon Mountain in the
Anza-Borrego State Park in Califor-
nia, brought me many moments of
pleasure. The time was late April.
Using an improvised set of mirrors
as a periscope, I was able to look
down upon the clutch of shining,
pearly-white eggs just after the set
was complete. The male and female
birds took turns at sharing the incu-
bation duties, but the male was the
one that did the scouting about to
watch for intruders. His sharp call
notes were ones of warning and as-
surance.

One morning about 8 o'clock, I
suddenly heard notes rapidly re-
peated, and I saw much commotion
of the birds in the agaves near the
nest. I soon discovered an antelope
ground squirrel, sometimes called
"ammo," in the arms of the flower
stalk near the bird nest. Apparently
the ammo had climbed this perch to
search for a few viable seeds in the
dried seed capsules. It all looked in-
nocent enough, but I was suspicious
that the dapper bright-eyed rodent
now had other thoughts in mind-
namely, to plunder the nest of its
eggs. Since my sympathies were very
much with the birds, not wishing
their effort to raise a family come to
a sad end, I frightened off the ammo.

This appealing little woodpecker
of the cactus country is sometimes
called Baird's Woodpecker, and is so
listed in some of the older bird books.
It was first described by Materbe, a
French ornithologist who wrote a
four-volume treatise on woodpeckers.
In the subspecific name, bairdi, the
Frenchman sought to honor Prof.
Spencer Fullerton Baird, second sec-
retary of the Smithsonian Institution.

Two desert woodpeckers are called
Flickers — the Red-shafted (Colaptes
cafer collaris) and the Golden (Po-
laptes chrysoides mearnsi). Both
have diverged from the typical wood-
peckers in their habits, often spend-
ing much time on the ground, and
occasionally perching crosswise on
the branches of trees like ordinary
passarine birds. Their flight is undu-
lating; their beaks are rather slender
and weak for a woodpecker. The
Red-shafted Flicker occurs widely in
forested areas of the Western United
States, but many spend their winters
in deserts of the Southwest, whereas
the Gilded Flicker (often called
Mearns' Gilded Flicker) is a year-

long resident, largely confined to the
giant cactus country from Arizona to
southern Sonora and Baja California.

As to body markings, Mearns'
Flicker is very much like the familiar
Red-shafted Flicker except that the
former's wing and tail linings and
feather-shafts are yellow rather than
reddish-orange. Both birds have a
prominent black crescent on the
chest, bold spots of black on the
underparts, and very conspicuous
white rump-patch.

The Red-shafted Flicker is an ant
eater in a big way. The Gilded Flick-
er feeds somewhat on ants too, but to
a large extent it lives on the fruit of
the giant cactus and on insects found
within that plant's handsome flowers.
Berries of the leafless mistletoe, so

CACTUS or LADDER-BACK WOODPECKER

abundant on mesquite and ironwood
trees, are eaten too.

What a gift of nature to desert
creatures, large and small alike, is the
mistletoe. In times of drouth, mistle-
toe is often the only ready source of
liquid for thirsty birds and small
mammals. The pearly-white to coral-
pink berries are not only juicy with
sap, but nutritious as well. Luckily,
the mistletoe grows up high where
the birds find a safe place to feed.
The inner seed is not digested and
passes through the digestive tract of
the eaters without losing viability.

The Gilded Flicker generally builds
its nest in an excavation made high
in the stout columnar trunks of the
giant cacti, be they saguaros or car-
dons. However, he is a rather adap-

table bird and may nest in cotton-
wood and sycamore trees as well,
where excavating is a much tougher
job.

The eggs are pure white. These
birds, like other woodpeckers, have
no reason to have camouflaged eggs,
since they are laid in dark cavities
where they are not conspicuous.
Other hole-nesting birds, such as the
kingfishers, also lay white eggs. (It
is interesting to note that a few hole-
nesters—chickadees, wrens, nuthatches
and bluebirds—which lay spotted or
colored eggs are thought to have
come to a hole-nesting habit only re-
cently, and that their long-ago an-
cestors built their nests in the open.)

A ludicrous sight met my eyes a
few weeks ago when a Gilded Flicker
alighted on the ground near my camp
and began feeding on small ants issu-
ing forth in great numbers from a
crack in the hard earth. To facilitate
this work, the bird enlarged the open-
ing with a few vigorous whacks of his
big beak. This done, he gave a cir-
cumspect look around, then began
tonguing-up the ants which swarmed
onto his long glutinous tongue. He
was able to work his tongue in and
out, and to devour the insects as fast
as they came forth. Other ants, re-
turning from the feeding ground, an-
noyed the bird by crawling over the
big feet he had planted squarely over
the ant domicile. Whenever the mov-
ing ants became unbearable, the bird
would suddenly stop feeding and vig-
orously stomp his feet, performing a
queer dance that momentarily rid
him of his insect tormentors. This
allowed him to again feed in comfort
—but just for a few seconds. Then
the "dance" was repeated. The ant
colony suffered considerably from the
bird's feeding activities.

As with all flickers, the Gilded
Flicker is a heavy, rather awkward
bird with undulating flight, and not
too graceful movements on the
ground, where it progresses by a
series of bounces. At rest, it squats
rather than stands.

The call note of this friendly bird
neighbor is so loud it is almost start-
ling. It consists of a forceful "ker-
yer." At other times, it utters what
the English farmer calls a "yaffle," a
rapidly uttered, always vigorous, "if-
if-if."

Those familiar with Southwestern
natural history cannot help but be
impressed with the frequency in
which the name, Mearns (and the
Latinized form, Mearnsi) appears in
the literature dealing with our birds,
mammals and reptiles. A good name
it is to have set before us, for it hon-
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ors the memory of an able student,
collector and gifted writer who did
so much important work in the des-
ert regions, especially that territory
adjacent to the U.S.-Mexican boun-
dary.

More than 160 birds were first de-
scribed and named by this ambitious
and scholarly physician. In Edgar E.
Hume's book, Ornithologists of the
United States Army Medical Corps,
28 pages are devoted to Mearns' in-
teresting and colorful accomplish-
ments. Dr. Mearns' most important
literary work was his Mammals of
the Mexican Border of the United
States.

Wrote his biographer: "As a gath-
erer of material for use of specialists
in systematic zoology and botany,
Mearns made his great contribution
to the advance of learning, and un-
questionably outdid every other Am-
erican in his particular field of activ-
ity. His zoological additions to the
national collections number approx-
imately: Mammals, 7000; birds 20,-
000; reptiles 5000, fishes 5000. At
the time of his death (1916) his con-
tributions to the National Herbarium
were greater than those of any other
man. More than one-tenth of the
total number of (bird) specimens in
the U.S. National Museum were
either collected or contributed by
him."

Mearns was a man of small build,
but one showing the greatest stature
in regard to ardor, diligence and in-
dustry—and this to the last of his
days. He collected widely, not only
in the United States but in the Phil-
lipines and Central Africa as well.
What finer tribute could be paid to
a man than to have so handsome a
creature as the Mearns' Gilded Flicker
named after him?

The Gila Woodpecker (Centuriis
uropygialis) is the typical woodpecker
of the broad flats and mesas of south-
ern Arizona south through western
Sonora, where creosote bushes, cholla
and giant cacti hold forth. This bird
is common also in the river bottoms
and canyons where trees such as wil-
lows, sycamores and cottonwoods
grow. Says Arthur C. Bent: "The
Gila Woodpecker is not only the
most abundant woodpecker, in fact
one of the most abundant birds, in
the region it inhabits; but it is more
conspicuous, noisier and more active
than any of its neighbors. It is always
much in evidence, always protesting
the intrusion of a stranger, and shows
greatest concern when its nest is ap-
proached, especially if it has young."

This medium - sized woodpecker
with grayish brown head and crown-

patch of red (in the male) has the
whole back and wings barred with
black and white. The belly is golden
yellow.

It is an omnivorous feeder, taking
insects, grain and berries, and is right-
fully accused of being a greedy eater
of bird's eggs, large and small, often
resorting to stealth and tricks to get
them.

Its favorite nesting sites are in the
giant cacti; the trunks of soft wood
trees are a second choice. Once made,
the excavation (often nine to 15
inches deep) is used season after sea-
son—provided some owl or other am-
bitious bird doesn't take possession.

French Gilman, old friend of mine,
an able and delightful writer on Ari-
zona birds, spoke of the Gila Wood-
pecker as a bird "with not the best
disposition in the world for he is
very quarrelsome and intolerant. He
fights his own kin and all the neigh-
bors he dares. He, or she, is a great
bluffer however and when 'called' fre-
quently sidesteps, subsides or backs
out entirely. I saw one approach a
Bendire Thrasher that was eating,
and suddenly pounce on him. He
had the thrasher down and I was
thinking of offering my friendly serv-
ices as a board of arbitration when
the under bird crawled from beneath
and soon gave the woodpecker the
thrashing of his career."

The common call note of the Gila
Woodpecker is a sharp shrill "huit,
huit" uttered as the bird flies from
one point to another. It has been
compared to the usual call note of
the Phainopepla, and sometimes may
be mistaken for it.

Amid the thickets of willow, cot-
tonwood and mesquite trees along
river-bottoms of the low deserts of
Arizona and southeastern California
in wintertime, you may see the Red-
naped Sapsucker (Sphyrapicus varius
nuchalis) ; and also discover where it
has girdled the tree trunks with its
numerous small drill-holes. It feeds
on the sweet juices that issue from
these "sap wells," as well as on the
insects that are attracted by this
liquid. The short tongue is especially
fitted with a brush-like tip to take
up the sap as it collects.

The breast, throat and crown of
the small handsome relative of the
Eastern Red - naped Sapsucker are
bright red. The red on the back of
the neck is separated from the red of
the head by an area of black. On the
sides of the head are stripes of white.
The back and wings are black, with
many white marks of various shapes.

The summer home of this attrac-
tive bird is in the high altitude
mountains among the aspens. Here
it builds its nest. Writes Mr. Bailey:
"In the nesting season at least the
sapsuckers are extremely noisy active
birds, striding up the tree trunks,
calling loudly in tantalizing tones
and chasing each other about in fine
spirited fashion." Although so small
for a woodpecker, it is an apt chisel-
ler and driller but not the noisy
pounder of its larger relatives. It
descends to the desert lowlands in
late autumn there to be listed among
our winter bird visitants. During the
winter season it is practically a silent
bird. / / /

no
fin era

SEE NEXT
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HOW JO TAKE
GOOD PICTURES

OF BIRDS
By J. FRED and FRAN DODSON

I HEN WE WENT to spend our first
winter on the desert, we were eagerly
looking forward to enjoying the mild
climate, flaming sunsets and exotic

flowers. An added attraction we did not
anticipate has been the birds. Only a pair
of friendly Cactus Wrens and a Curved-
bill Thrasher were there to greet us, but
when feed and water were made available,
the news quickly spread, and each day
brought new boarders.

By spring we could sit in the open yard
but 25 feet from where dozens of Desert
and White-Crowned Sparrows, Finches,
three kinds of Doves and many other bird
neighbors would feed on scattered grain.
Cardinals would fly in for sunflower seeds,
while Flickers and Gila Woodpeckers
searched for hidden nutmeats and suet. And
it was gratifying to see the Gambel's Quail
come with their broods of tiny young, and
feel safe in our presence.

All this was very pleasing to the eye, but
in a photograph the birds appeared as mere
specks. We decided to try some close-up
shots that would show more distinctly the
markings and feather detail of the individ-
ual bird visitor.

An important tool for this kind of work
is a remote control mechanism so the cam-
era can be placed close to the subject and
operated from a distance. Tripping the
shutter with a string or pneumatic cable
release is too slow for birds. An electric
tripper or solenoid connected to the camera
shutter dees the job. One end of a double
wire is connected to the solenoid; at the
other end is the battery and switch. When
the switch is operated, the circuit is closed,
the solenoid operates the shutter, and the
exposure is made.

For the press or view camera, the pur-
chase and installation of a solenoid is a
simple matter; but for most other types of
cameras, including the popular 3 5 mm. size,
your favorite camera store will be of little
help in supplying an automatic tripper, and
you will have to depend on your own in-
genuity or that of a technical - minded
friend. We made a tripper for our 1000F
Hasselblad camera, using a heavy solenoid
and some scrap parts, including a part taken
from the mechanism of a window lock.
Works fine.

Two 50-foot lengths of two-wire exten-
sion cord are used so that two cameras can
be set up at the same time, if desired. We
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• Hew to Place an Ad:
• Mail your copy and first-insertion remit-

tance to: Trading Post, Desert Magazine!
Palm Desert, Calif.

• Classified rates are 20c per word, $4
minimum per insertion.

• AUTO-TRUCK-CAMPER

CAMPER TRUCK intercoms—talk between cab
and cabin, radio connection to cabin speaker,
transistorized for low drain on 12-volt truck
battery. Large speakers, plenty of volume,
quality parts made in U.S.A. Installation in-
structions. Price $37.50. Teletronix Engineer-
ing Company, 4688 Eagle Rock Blvd., Los
Angeles 41, California.

WORLD WAR II carry-all, four wheel drive, four
speed, new brakes, new radiator, good tires,
$875. CL-79591, Los Angeles, California.

DON'T FIND out the hard way. Even a mild
case of overheating can cost you plenty. A
Vapor-Kool Engine Cooler stops overheating
with the pull of a switch, makes trailer tow-
ing a pleasure anywhere. Thousands now in
use. Write: Vapor-Kool Mfg. Co., Highland, Cal.

• BOOKS - MAGAZINES

READ THE Prospector's Guide. Tells how and
where to prospect for minerals, etc. Send
for application to United Prospectors, 701 Vi
East Edgeware, Los Angeles 26, California.

BOOKS: "PANNING Gold for Beginners," 50c.
"Gold in Placer," $3. Frank J. Harnagy, 701 Vi
E. Edgeware, Los Angeles 26, California.

FREE BOOK Catalog of the Southwest—history,
people, legends, lost treasure, Indians, nature,
gems, minerals and children's books. World's
largest all-desert book selection. Write for
your catalog today: Desert Magazine Book
Shop, Palm Desert, California.

OUT-OF-print books at lowest prices! You name
it—we find itl Western Americana, desert and
Indian books a specialty. Send us your wants.
No obligation. International Bookfinders, Box
3003-D, Beverly Hills, California.

"GEMS & Minerals Magazine," largest rock hobby
monthly. Field trips, "how" articles, pictures,
ads. $3 year. Sample 25c. Box 687J, Mentone,
California.

HOW AND Where to Pan Gold, just published,
72 pages, photos, drawings, plus maps of 19
states, with gold placer areas marked, $2.
Lost Treasure Trails, by Penfield, a fine big
book, is back in print after a long absence,
$3. Foul Anchor Archives, D.M., Rye, N. Y.

"DEATH VALLEY Scotty Told Me" by Eleanor
Jordan Houston. A ranger's wife recalls her
friendship with the famous desert rat and
some of his fabulous stories. $1.50. A. F.
Houston, Box 305, Coolidge, Arizona.

THOUSANDS OF out-of-print books in stock,
especially fiction. Murray's Bookfinding Serv-
ice, 115 State Street, Springfield 3, Mass.

LAPIDARY JOURNALS from Volume 1. Some
bound volumes. Include copies of famous
Gold and Jade Issues. Hurry. Write your
needs to: The Coloradoan, Gem Village, Bay-
field, Colorado.

EARTH SCIENCE. Rockhound's National Maga-
zine. Promotes understanding and apprecia-
tion of our earth. Subscription $2.50. Sample
35c. Box 1357D, Chicago 90, Illinois.

C L A S S I F I E D S

FOR SALE: Desert Magazine, November 1937
through December 1957, less the September
1947 issue. All in binders. $65. D. H. Bagley
—Books, 545 West 18th, Costa Mesa, Calif.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Magazines, 1888-1961,
any issue, maps, bound voiumes. Free litera-
ture, "Geographic Hobby," price lists, circulars
on books about collecting geographies. Peri-
odical Service, Box 465-DE, Wilmington, Del.

JUST PUBLISHED, "Ghost Town Bottles of the
Old West," 31 page booklet, 100 bottles pic-
tured, plus price guide, $1.75 postpaid. Wes
Bressie, 2344 Meadows Lane, Medford, Ore.

GEM HUNTERS Atlas. Three map books that
really show where to find gemstone. Each
book has 32 full-page maps with gem areas
spotted in color. Type of material, mileages
and all highways are shown. Many new fea-
tures and locations have been added to these
later editions. Northwest $1. California-Ne-
vada $1. Southwest $1. Postpaid. Scenic
Guides, Box 288, Susanville, California.

HUNTING FOR treasure? Treasure hunter, Frank
L. Fish, tells you how and where to find it in
his new book—"Buried Treasure and Lost
Mines," just off the press. 93 bonaflde treas-
ure locations, 20 photos and illustrations, 68
pages including vicinity maps, ghost towns and
old mines. A must for the treasure hunter.
$1.50 per copy postpaid. Large treasure map,
19x24, beautiful four color, pinpoints treasure
locations described in above book. $1.50 each
postpaid. Send check or money order to:
Amador Trading Post Publishing Co., L. Erie
Schaefer, 14728 Peyton Drive, Chino, Calif.

• EQUIPMENT-SUPPLIES

LIGHTWEIGHT CAMPING and mountaineering
equipment. The World's finest; used on Ever-
est, Himalayas, Andes, etc. For free catalog,
write: Gerry, Dept. 107, Box 910. Boulder,
Colorado.

10X SELF illuminating pocket magnifier. Examine
specimens anywhere anytime. A magnifying
glass with its own built-in light. $3 postpaid.
Emerald Distributors, Dept. A, Oakridge, Ore.

FINEST TRANSITOR metal locators, $34.95 up.
Informative folder, "Metal Locating Kinks"
25c. IGWTD, Williamsburg, New Mexico.

MICROSCOPES AND telescopes for professionals
and hobbyists. Accessories. Write for price
list. Peninsula Scientific, 2421 El Camino Real,
Palo Alto, California.

• FOR WOMEN

LADY GODIVA "The World's Finest Beautifier."
Your whole beauty treatment in one jar.
Write: Lola Barnes, 963 North Oakland, Pasa-
dena 6, California.

• GEMS, CUT-POLISHED

AUSTRALIAN TUMBLED gemstones, 8 different,
identified, $1.10 postpaid, or 10 different,
identified, from around the world, $1.25 post-
paid. Bensusan, 8615 Columbus Avenue, Se-
pulveda, California.

OPAL, AMETHYST, etc. 10 ringsize stones, ground
and polished ready to set, $5. Opals, deep
red, blue, green, golden flashing in all colors
of the rainbow, direct from the mine, 15 for
$5. Kendall, Sanmiguel d'Allende, Guanaju-
ato, Mexico.

GLEN CANYON Trading Post—tourist headquar-
ters. Box 1895, Page, Arizona. Extra fluores-
cent specimens from our collection. Select long
wave and short wave minerals. 35 mm fluor-
escent mineral slides, set of 8—$2.50 postpaid.

NEW FIND lavender star sapphires from Mon-
tana, $2.50 ounce. Blue covellite, Montana
minerals, crystals. Postage please. Brant's
Rock Shop, Box 65, Silver Star, Montana.

OPALS AND sapphires direct from Australia.
This month's best buy: cut and polished solid
opals ready for mounting. Two ovals each
6x8, 8x10, 10x12 mm. All six for $15, free
airmailed. Send personal check, international
money order, bank draft. Free 16 page list
of all Australian gemstones. Australian Gem
Trading Co., 294 Little Collins Street, Mel-
bourne, C.I., Australia.

TINY ARROWHEADS made of Australian fire opal,
described in Lapidary Journal, page 132, April
issue. Nice for your collection, surely different.
$1.25 each, five for $5. Rogers Rocks-Minerals,
P.O. Box 411, Norwalk, California.

• GEMS, DEALERS

DESERT ROCKS, woods, jewelry. Residence rear
of shop. Rockhounds welcome. Mile west on
U.S. 66. McShan's Gem Shop and Desert
Museum. P.O. Box 22, Needles, California.

RIVERSIDE CALIFORNIA. We have everything
for the rock hound, pebble pups, interesting
gifts for those who are not rock hounds.
Minerals, slabs, rough materials, lapidary sup-
plies, mountings, equipment, black lights. Why
not stop and browse? Shamrock Rock Shop,
593 West La Cadena Drive, Riverside, Calif.
OVerland 6-3956.

GEM DEALERS, gift store owners: write for free
brochure on ready-made, superior-polish jew-
elry and popular, fast-selling baroques. Roy's
Rock Shop, Box 133, Trinidad, California.

CHOICE MINERAL specimens, gems, cutting ma-
terial, machinery, lapidary and jeweler's sup-
plies, mountings, fluorescent lamps, books.
Sumner's, 21108 Devonshire, Chatsworth, Cal.

• GEMS, MINERALS-FOSSILS

FOUR NATURAL staurolites, cross on both sides,
for $1 postpaid. "Animals" assembled from
uncut quartz crystals — "Rockhound," $1.25
each. Five assorted animals, $5.50 postpaid.
Reasoner Rock Originals, Crown King Highway,
Bumble Bee, Arizona.

FINE DOMESTIC and foreign crystals and mas-
sive minerals. Please ask for free list. Con-
tinental Minerals, P.O. Box 1206, Anaconda,
Montana.

FOSSILS. 12 different for $2. Other prices on
request. Will buy, sell or trade. Museum of
Fossils. Clifford H. Earl, P. O. Box 188,
Sedona, Arizona.

CALIFORNIA GEM materials, crystals, fossils,
minerals. Good selection to choose from.
Custom sawing by the inch. Award Orna-
mental Iron and Welding, 971 E. Barbour,
Banning, California.

HUEBNERITE, SILVERTON area; coquimbite, Utah;
wavellite, Arkansas; realgar crystals, Nevada;
all select specimens. Hundreds of other rare
good pieces. Write: The Coloradoan, Gem
Village, Bayfield, Colorado.
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CRYSTALIZED GOLD, rare lode pocket specimens.
Many intrinsic patterns, attractively displayed,
$2 postpaid, guaranteed. Lester Lea, Box 942-
D, Mount Shasta, California.

TRILOBITES—12 for $3. Impressions 75c each.
Agnostia 20c each. Brachiopods 50c dozen.
Desert rose agates 12 for $1. Lynn Hutchings,
61 South 2nd West, American Fork, Utah.

COLORFUL ARIZONA petrified wood or Apache
tears, 10 pounds $7.50 prepaid. You may
combine five pounds each material. Southwest
Rocks & Minerals, Parks, Arizona.

• GEMS, ROUGH MATERIAL
COLORFUL AUSTRALIAN fire opal; rough or cut.

No deposit. Approvals sent on request. See
before you buy. Free list. Write: Walker
"Opals Exclusively", 20385 Stanton Ave.,
Castro Valley, California.

OPALSI MEXICAN fire opal specimens in matrix,
6 for $1 postpaid. Rock Park, 5050 East Van
Buren, Phoenix 8, Arizona.

REDS, MOTTLED, lace. A new find. Jasp-agate.
100 pounds prepaid, $22.50. Morton Minerals
& Mining, 21423 (old) Hwy. 66, RFD 1, Bar-
stow, California.

GOLD SPECIAL: Arizona gold on quartz or gold
on hematite. Also magnetic lodestone $1 each,
all three $2 prepaid. Money back guarantee.
Southwest Rocks & Minerals, Parks, Arizona.

OPALIZED WOOD, small limb and root sections,
colorful, unique specimens, cut off ends on
trim saw and polish, $1.50 per pound, plus
postage please. Joseph S. Gentzler, Box 1292,
Santa Ana, Calif.

FOR SALE: large complete collection, crystals,
woods, agates, rhodenite, eggs, slakes from
all over. Cases, tons of rough material. John
S. Dodge, 715 W. Jackson, Medford, Oregon.

DOWSE'S AGATE Shop offers fine black jade $3.50
pound, pink thulite jade $3.50 pound, turri-
tella agate highly agatized, cuts fine cabochons
50c pound, Utah green mountain aventurine
quartz, cuts solid green-blue cabochons, fine
material, 60c pound, pidgeon blood agate,
Utah, very fine material for outstanding cabo-
chons $1 pound, crystal lined geodes 75c
pound, Utah thundereggs, small to large $1
pound. 754 North 2nd West, Salt Lake City,
Utah.

PLASMA $1 pound, Wonder stone 75c pound,
dinosaur bone, best grade $4 pound, Hanks-
ville and Henry Mountain wood 50c pound.
Postage extra. Satisfaction or money back.
Inquiries invited. Gene Stephen, Route 5,
Grand Junction, Colorado.

"CHRISTMAS TREE" selenite crystal, with new
list of gems and minerals, 25c. Fine materials
for the lapidary and collector, all guaranteed.
The Vellor Co., P.O. Box 2344, St. Louis 14,
Missouri.

• INDIAN GOODS
THREE FINE prehistoric Indian war arrowheads

$1. Flint scalping knife $1. Rare flint thunder-
bird $3. All $4. Catalog free. Arrowhead,
Glenwood, Arkansas.

INDIAN PHONOGRAPH records, authentic songs
and dances, all speeds. Write for latest list:
Canyon Records, 834 No. 7th Avenue, Phoenix,
1, Arizona.

WE APPRAISE, buy, sell finest reservation-made
Indian goods. Send $1 for genuine turquoise
nugget, fine quality key chain, 16-page catalog
of Indian handicrafts, history of Southwestern
Indian jewelry, story of Navajo rugs, other
information. The Indian Room, 1440 South
Caast Highway, Laguna Beach, California.

HAVE INDIAN artifacts, rough and tumbled
gemstones—will trade. Napier, 17238 Harvard,
Hayward, California.

SPECTACULAR! GIANT photo-illustrated Indian
relic catalog-guide 25c (refundable). Indian
Relic Gallery, Dept. O, 8 Helene Avenue,
Merrick 15, New York.

AUTHENTIC INDIAN jewelry, Nava|o lugs, Chi-
mayo blankets, squaw boots. Collector's items.
Closed Tuesdays. Pow-Wow Indian Trading
Post, 19967 Ventura Blvd., East Woodland
Hills, Calif. Open Sundays.

FINE RESERVATION-MADE Navajo, Zuni, Hopi
jewelry. Old pawn. Many fine old baskets,
moderately priced, in excellent condition.
Navajo rugs, Yei blankets, Chimayo homespuns,
pottery. A collector's paradise! Open daily
10 to 5:30, closed Mondays. Buffalo Trading
Post, Highway 18, Apple Valley, California.

SELLING 20,000 Indian relics. 100 nice ancient
arrowheads $25. Indian skull $25. List free.
Lear's, Glenwood, Arkansas.

10 WARPOINTS, $1.50; 6 arrowheads, $1.50; 4
birdpoints, $1.50; 2 spearheads, $1.50, large
collection beads, prehistoric pottery. Paul
Summers, Canyon, Texas.

AMERICAN INDIAN color slides. Superb muse-
um specimens covering archeology and eth-
nology of Western Hemisphere. Excellent for
teachers, artists, collectors. Free list. American
Indian Museum, Broadway and 155th, New
York. 32.

ARROWHEADS, PREHISTORIC or modern, or
make your own. Black obsidian slabs 25 square
inches ready to work on, or 10 pounds of
chunks, complete simple instructions like the
Indians used to make them, $5.50 prepaid.
Southwest Rocks & Minerals, Parks, Arizona.

ANCIENT INDIAN relics, includes Aztec and
Mayan, all kinds, rarities, large list. Richard
Kotil, 7500-L Southwest 16th Street, Miami, Fla.

LARGE CEREMONIAL tom-toms, up to 36-inch
diameter, sides covered with buffalo hide with
hair on. Painted designs on head. Indian
crafts and artifacts. Thunderbird Trading Post,
Highway 80, P.O. Millsap, Texas.

• JEWELRY

SEVEN POINT bell caps, $1.95 per gross, in-
cludes tax and postage. Doney's Rock Shop,
Box 246, Lucerne, Lake County, California.

GENUINE TURQUOISE bolo ties $1.50, 11 stone
turquoise bracelet $2. Gem quality golden
tiger-eye $1.75 pound, beautiful mixed agate
baroques $3 pound. Postage and tax extra.
Tubby's Rock Shop, 2420V2 Honolulu Ave.,
Montrose, California.

DEALERS! Write for wholesale prices on our
fabulous line of non-tarnishing aluminum
chains and baroque mountings. Include $1
for samples. Use letterhead or send tax num-
ber. R. B. Berry & Company, 5040B Corby
Street, Omaha 4, Nebraska.

SIX BEAUTIFUL buttons matching earrings $1.50;
embedded with crystal rock, gold sea-horse,
leaf, rosebuds, cut shells, cameos, fish, pheas-
ants, star-fish. All colors. Glow bola ties
$1.25. Key chains $1. Any choice above.
Claytons, 9 West Cornelio, San Clemente, Cal.

SPECIAL GET acquainted mail order offer: your
choice of Apache Tear or sun-colored desert
glass double stone earrings, high polish, very
attractive, nice for gifts. $2.40 value for $1.
Also special, small vial mercury $1. A collec-
tor's item, usually hard to obtain. Postage
and tax included. The Churchills, 118 South
Main, Bishop, California.

• LODGES, MOTELS

ROCK HOUND headquarters: Moqui Motel, Es-
calante, Utah—on Highway U. 54, phone MAr-
ket 4-4210, Dyna and Mohr Christensen. Pack
and Jeep Trips by appointment.

CHINOOK, ROCKHOUND, fisherman and hunter's
paradise, cabins with kitchenettes and wood-
burning fireplaces. Groceries, fishing tackle,
Texaco gas, rock-cutting material, guide serv-
ice, Continental bus depot, etc. Marge and
George DuBois, Highway 160, South Fork,
Colorado. Phone Olive 7-3771.

• MAPS

SECTIONIZED COUNTY maps - San Bernardino
$3; Riverside $1; Imperial, small $1, large $2;
San Diego $1.25; Inyo $2.50; Kern $1.25;
other California counties $1.25 each. Nevada
counties $1 each. Include 4 percent sales tax.
Topographic maps of all mapped western
areas. Westwide Maps Co., 114 West Third
Street, Los Angeles 13, California.

TRAILS TO Treasures locates and tells stories of
lost mines and treasure spots of Southwest in
gorgeous full color 23"x24" authentic guide,
decor item, conversation piece. $2 plus 8c tax
in California. Treasurama, 3969 Goodland
Avenue, North Hollywood, California. Money
back if not pleased.

• MINING
ASSAYS. COMPLETE, accurate, guaranteed. High-

est quality spectrographic. Only $8 per sam-
ple. Reed Engineering, 620-R So. Inglewood
Ave., Inglewood, California.

PROSPECTORS! DO not be without new fluor-
escent mineral detector that operates in day-
light, is economical to use and can be car-
ried in shirt pocket. Detects many industry
wanted minerals. Useful in uranium and other
mining operations. Price only $12.50. Free
brochure. Essington Products & Engineering,
Box 4174, Coronado Station, Santa Fe, N. M.

$1 FOR gold areas, 25 California counties.
Geology, elevations. Pans $3, $2.50. Poke $1.
Fred Mark, Box 801, Ojai, California.

PLATINUM ORE samples, good grade, hen-egg
size or larger, $8. No stamps. Henderson,
690 North 3rd Street, Brawley, California.

• OLD COINS, STAMPS

RARE UNCIRCULATED Carson City mint dollars,
1878, $5. 1882-83-84-90-91, $10 each. 100-
page catalog 50c. Shultz, P.O. Box 746, Salt
Lake City 10, Utah.

• PHOTO SUPPLIES

COLOR SLIDES: Railroad, ghost town, scenic
southwest, California missions, Calico, Marine-
land. Sample and list 25c. Longstreet, 6977
Sunnydell, Hollywood 28, California.

35 mm. COLOR slides of Western artist Clyde
Forsythe's great "Gold Strike" paintings. Four
exciting slides: "Gold Rush," "Mining Camp,"
"Mining Town," "Ghost Town." Rise and fall
of a typical boom town. Set of four slides
mailed to you for $1. Order from Desert
Magazine Book Store, Palm Desert, Calif.

MORE CLASSIFIEDS
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• PLANTS, SEEDS

WILDFLOWER SEEDS: catalog offers over 600
different kinds of wildflower and wild tree
seeds. Catalog 50c. Clyde Robin, P.O. Box
2091, Castro Valley, California.

WILDFLOWER SEEDS: New 1962 expanded Wild-
flower Catalog is being printed. Same quality,
same price, 50c. Clyde Robin, P.O. Box 2091,
Castro Valley, California.

EPIPHYLLUAAS, THE orchid cactus, 100 named
varieties rooted plants, 75c each. Order 10
for $7.50 and get the Honolulu Queen cactus
(Hylocereus undatus) free. A. Hugh Dial, 7685
Deer Trail, Yucca Valley, California.

BEAUTIFUL SPECIMENS cold hardy cacti. Also
potted types cacti and the other succulents.
Illustrated price list 10c. Karr Kactus, Route
1, Box 87, Canon City, Colorado.

• REAL ESTATE

80 ACRES in fast growing Coachella Valley.
Frontage on both Highway 99 and paved
cross street. Water, electricity, warm area
suitable for citrus, grapes, etc. Will trade for
top quality income property in Los Angeles
area. Write: Don Bleitz, 1001 N. McCadden
Place, Los Angeles 38.

HOOT GIBSON ranchos, 2Vi and 20 acre parcels
sold as low as $10 down and $10 month; has
underground water for development, deep
fertile, level, rock-free soil. Huge commercial
farms nearby, raising second best cotton in
U.S. Near West's most famous playground:
Las Vegas and Lake Mead, with Mt. Charles-
ton's winter sports activities. Wonderful in-
vestment for future while you play now.
Located south end Pahrump Valley, California.
Large airport on ranch, with fly-in ranches
also available. Brokers invited to participate.
Hidden Hills Ranch Development, 1531 Dia-
mond Ave., South Pasadena, California. Phone
Clinton 7-0818. Send now for colorful bro-
chure.

FOR SALE: bare land, 160 view acres located in
Martinez Canyon overlooking Coachella Valley
and the Salton Sea. Booming area, excellent
location for exclusive dude ranch or canyon
housing project. Reasonable. Write Cotton,
361 North Fifth Street, Coalinga, California.

FOR SALE: Five acres with Government-Approv-
ed Cabin near Twentynine Palms, California,
within view of the Marine Base and the com-
munity of Twentynine Palms. Ideal for week-
end seclusion and/or investment. Must sell—
$ 1900. Write for terms. Mel Harrison, P. O.
Box 997, Palm Desert, California.

WHOLESALE LAND list: five to 640 acres from
$28 per acre, located in San Bernardino, Kern,
Riverside, Fresno, Inyo and Imperial counties.
Write or call for complete list of land bar-
gains: R. Shaw, Box 8062, Los Angeles 8.
Axminster 19188.

PHOTO and ART credits
(Unless otherwise specified below or in text,
photographs and art work are by authors of
features in which they appear.)

Page 2: Cartoon by B. F. Nordberg. 14:
Artwork by Monty Orr. 15: Riverside
County Air Pollution Control District. 16:
Drawing by Norton Allen. 17: Hunter's,
Alpine, Texas. 24: Henry E. Huntington
Library. 22, 23, 24: Peabody Museum,
Harvard University. 25-26: Remington
art courtesy California State Library.
35, 38, 41: Maps by Norton Allen.

FOR INFORMATION on desert acreage and par-
cels for sale in or near Twentynine Palms,
please write Silas S. Stanley, Realtor, 73644
Twentynine Palms Highway, Twentynine Palms,
California.

110 ACRES for sale in Coachella Valley, only
three miles from city of Coachella. Sacrifice
at $100 per acre. Write: Don Bleitz, 1001 N.
McCadden Place, Los Angeles 38, California.

SCENIC 33-ACRE California high desert property,
Palms-to-Pines Highway 74 frontage, 15 min-
utes to Palm Desert. Good wells, electricity
and developments in area. $13,300. Terms.
Wilson Howell, Ribbonwood, c/o 545 East
Mariposa, Redlands, California. Pyramid 3-1602.

FOR SALE: Four room house and five cabins
on 220 foot highway frontage. Also valuable
collection of antiques and rocks. Full price
$12,500. Also two business lots in center of
town, $1100. Pete Moser, Goldfield, Nevada.

• WESTERN MERCHANDISE

FREE "DO-It-Yourself" Leathercraft catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-Y-40, Fort Worth,
Texas.

SUN COLORED glass for sale. Mrs. A. E. Wyc-
koff, 11501 Davenport Road, Agua Dulce, Cal.

GHOST TOWN items: Sun. olored glass, amethyst
to royal purple; ghost railroads materials,
tickets; limited odd items from camps of the
'60s. Write your interest—Box 64-D, Smith,
Nevada.

ANTIQUE BOTTLES, some sun colored. Sun glass.
Interested exchanging for mineral, gemstone
specimens. Karr, R. 1, Box 87, Canon City,
Colorado.

LAMPSHADES BY Cubit. Translucent materials,
plain, textured, handpainted-wallpanels, gifts,
novelties, stationery—desert designs. Closed
Thursdays. Cubit's on the Highway, 51329—
East, Morongo Valley, California.

• MISCELLANEOUS

LEARN OIL painting. New correspondence
courses for amateur and advanced students.
Personal forty point critique of each painting.
Walker School of Art, Box 486, Montrose, Colo.

WANT TOY trains, electric and cast-iron made
previous to 1938. Pay cash. Dick Thompson,
2901 East Fourth Street, Long Beach 14, Calif.

FOR INFORMATION on hunting, fishing with
famous Edwards family at Lonesome Lake in
Canadian wilderness, write: Jack C. Harris,
2985 Winifred, Riverside, California.

SOUR DOUGH biscuit recipe and full directions
$1. Dutchoven or modern baking. Revive the
lost art. Franks Murdock, Dalhart, Texas.

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP Wild Burro Race-
Beatty, Nevada to Stovepipe Wells Hotel in
Death Valley, November 8, 9, 10 and 11.
Businessmen, Clubs—sponsor an entry in this
wildest, wild burro race—only $150. Also
need wranglers to lead these wild burros
during three-day race. $1500 prize money.
Inquire: Beatty Lions Club, Beatty, Nevada.

Southwest
Calends

Sept. 30-Oct. 1: Apple Days, Julian, Cal.
Oct. 3-8: San Bernardino County Fair

and Gem Show, Victorville, Calif.
Oct. 6-8: Graham County Fair, Safford,

Ariz.
Oct. 7-8: Colorado River Cruise, Blythe

to Yuma.
Oct. 7-8: Whittier Gem & Mineral So-

ciety Annual Show, Palm Park Com-
munity Center, Whittier, Calif.

Oct. 7-8: San Fernando Valley Mineral
& Gem Society Annual Show at Vic-
tory-Van Owen Recreation Park, North
Hollywood.

Oct. 12: Merchants' Fair at Warren Ball
Park, Bisbee, Ariz.

Oct. 14-15: Motorcycle Meet, Twenty-
nine Palms, Calif.

Oct. 14-15: National Inboard Cham-
pionship Races, Lake Mead.

Oct. 14-15: Searles Lake Gem & Mineral
Society Annual Show, Trona, Calif.

Oct. 19-22: (Tentative) Unlimited Hydro-
plane Races, Lake Mead.

Oct. 19-22: Pinal County Fair, Casa
Grande, Ariz.

Oct. 20-22: Helldorado and Fast Draw
Contest, Tombstone, Ariz.

Oct. 21-22: "Days of '49ers," Compton
Gem & Mineral Club Show at Fred
Leuders Park, Compton, Calif.

Oct. 21-22: Festival of Flowers, Tam-
arisk School, Palmdale, Calif.

Oct. 28-29: Annual Papago Rodeo, Sells,
Ariz.

Oct. 31: Nevada Day Celebration, Car-
son City.

Oct. 31: Annual Mardi Gras and Fair,
Barstow, Calif.

FRAMING
PRINTS
| | | | CONTEMPORARY
SOUTHWESTERN ART
I I I I
Full-color high-quality reproductions of
outstanding paintings lithographed on
heavy paper.
[1 JOHN W. HILTON'S "Whispering Can-
yon." A magnificent canvas—blue palms in
a rocky Baja California canyon. 10x13". $1
• TED DeGRAZIA's "Papago Harvest."
Colorful stylized scene showing four In-
dian women gathering saguaro fruit.
10x13". $1.

• BILL BENDER'S "Desert Wash." The
broad expanse of subtle desert that in-
spires a feeling of peace. 9x12V2". $1.

• AL NESTLER's "Rainbow Bridge." In-
spirational portrait of one of nature's
desert marvels. 10x13". $1.

• CLYDE FORSYTHE's "Gold Strike."
Four classic paintings: Gold Rush, Mining
Camp, Mining Town, Ghost Town. Each
print: 17x20". 2000 sets sold to date.
Only $2.85 for all four scenes.

Order by mail from:

REPRINT DEPT.
Desert Magazine
Palm Desert, Calif.
(Prices include tax, postage.
All prints guaranteed to
arrive in perfect condition.)
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OCTOBER IS THE month to go to
Paradise—to Nevada's Paradise Val-
ley, that is, where the autumn sun

seems to belong to the lovely broad valley
and its fascinating little town. In October,
the tan-brown colors of fall begin, and the
nights are chilly.

Steeped in history, Paradise Valley lies
close to the towering Santa Rosa Range
in the northern part of the Silver State,
an easy 40 miles of pavement from Winne-
mucca. You can stay on the paved roads
if you want, and merely feast your eyes
(and camera) on the town's fine old build-
ings and glorious old trees. Or you can
set off for the far country on good dirt
roads to camp and roam the shady wilds
of Hinkey Summit. There are old mines
and an old flour mill in the area, and the
sites of two ghost towns which nine decades
ago rivaled Paradise City itself. All are
worth visiting.

You get to Paradise by turning north on
U.S. 95 from U.S. 40 at Winnemucca,
driving the easy 22 miles to the intersec-
tion of Nevada's Highway 8-B which takes
you 18 paved miles into the town whose
every other building recalls an 1866 found-
ing. Paradise Valley no longer has hotel
or restaurant, but Ernest Miller's store is
modern and accommodating, although the
store building is antique. Mr. Miller him-
self is a gracious person, never too busy
to talk to visitors and tell them something
of the valley, past and present.

The past was a rough one, belied nowa-
days by the peace of the town and the
immense prosperity of the big cattle ranches
scattered throughout the Valley. The first
white men saw this place from the rugged
summit of the Santa Rosas in 1863 after
days of hard prospecting. One of them,
W. B. Huff, stared down incredulously at
the lovely basin, lush with wild grass and
sparkling creeks. "What a Paradise!" he
exclaimed, and the name stuck. Huff and
his friends lost no time taking-up land, and
others soon followed; by 1864 Paradise
Valley was already known for its rich
farmlands. It was also known for Indian
hostilities.

Until 1869, Paradise Valley settlers knew
all the worst of pioneer life—massacre and
destruction lurked in every field and along
every creekbank. Hinkey Summit itself was
named for one of the Hinkey brothers, hor-
ribly slain. Even the establishment of Fort
Winfield Scott in 1866, with its military
garrison, didn't insure safety. A year after
the militia had been in residence, a visiting
fisherman was hideously murdered when
he wandered out of sight of his two vaca-
tion companions. One of them, a minister,
remained to preach his friend's funeral ora-
tion. The other, a soldier, set off to avenge

.TO McDERMITT

TO WINNEMUCCA

A STREET IN THE OLD TOWN OF PARADISE VALLEY

An October Travel Suggestion by Peggy Trego

Nevada's Paradise Valley..
his slain friend, returning violence for vio-
lence in a far-ranging blood-bath.

The valley records its early hardships in
some of the gravestones of its charming
cemetery, and in the still-standing buildings
of Fort Scott, now used for the Bucking-
ham family's modern ranch. In the ceme-
tery, too, are many of the pioneer names
of the valley, past and present, predom-
inantly Basque, French, German and Italian.

Paradise City, as the main town was
known in the 1880s, had 100 people who
supported three hotels, two public halls,
three mercantile stores, a drug store, a
brewery, four saloons and a dozen other
professional and trade offices. Today the
town, listed officially as Paradise Valley,
has 60 residents—although the valley pop-
ulation is 225. From the beginning this
area was agricultural, and its first flour—
ground in a coffee mill—was enthusiastically
hailed in the middle 1860s. In 1868 the first
flour mill was built, and today the much-
improved mill still stands at the north-end
of the valley, its machinery still in good
condition. The mill owner, Joe Machado,
is courteous to visitors.

There have been mining booms in this
area, chief among them the excitement that

founded Spring City, 12 miles northeast of
Paradise City; and Queen City, six miles
from Spring. Little remains of either boom
camp, although Spring City boosted seven
saloons as late as 1881. A far more mod-
ern (though currently inactive) mine, the
Cahill, lies 12 miles northeast of Highway
8-B on a hillside, and if you're lucky you'H
find its caretaker, Shorty Darrah, in resi-
dence.

Paradise's crowning loveliness lies only
14 miles from town in the high country of
Hinkey Summit. Here are picnic tables,
running water, camping areas set out in the
trees as part of the Humboldt National
Forest facilities. It is wise to check in with
Ranger Gene Hoffman or Mr. Miller in
town before you camp here—fire hazard
conditions sometimes require special care.
If you aren't afraid of unimproved roads,
it is possible to drive on over the summit,
heading westerly back to U.S. 95 south of
McDermitt — a fascinating "lost country"
trip, but not one to be ripped off in a few
hours.

Whether you spend an afternoon, or
(ideally) camp-out and really get to know
how much this area offers, chances are
you'll echo Huff's 98-year-old proclamation:
"What a Paradise." / / /

POEM OF THE MONTH—

Blue Autumn
In Navajoland the skies are not somber,
The juniper berries are blue;
The winter is meeting the turquoise-skied summer,
The pinyons are tinted green, too.

The juniper berries that drop on the ground
Form halos that circle the trees;
And the blue halos rhyme with the blue mountain side . . .
Blue Autumn reigns king over these.

The leaves are not sere, no wind on the mesa,
Blue hogan smoke lifts to the sky;
The new year arrives while the old is retraced . . .
And blue shadows live on like a sigh.

—By GRACE BAIL
Beaumont, Calif.
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NEW IDEAS
for Desert Living

(continued from page 8)

to your air mattress, and let it do
the work. The air-pressure involved
is very small—probably no more than
two pounds—but it takes only a min-
ute or two to inflate the ordinary air
mattress.

I tried the Lectro-Flate on two or
three camping trips and I don't be-
lieve the motorist will ever need to
worry about running down his bat-
tery.

"Lectro-Flate" works best with the
12-volt systems. On 6-volt current it
works a little slow but it gets the job
done. The imaginative buyer can
probably find many other duties for
the tiny air-pump. For example, in-
flating station-wagon air-mattresses;
lor beach toys and balloons; for rub-
ber boats; and perhaps even for blow-
ing dust off delicate gem work in hob-
bycraft. The price of the unit is $9.95,
and it can be obtained from Harris
Camping Sales, 28 Kenmore Road,
Medford, Mass.

FRESH MEAT WITHOUT RE-
FRIGERATION: Carrying
fresh meat on camping trips
has been a big problem since
the first Cro-Magnon Man decided to
cross the Libyan Desert. Over the
years, many methods of preserving
meat have been developed, such as
drying, pickling and canning. But the
end result has often been far from
tasty. Armour and Company have
just anounced a new process for pre-
serving fresh meat which probably
will have a profound effect on desert
expeditions. They call their product
"Star Lite" Iree/e-dried foods. Fresh
meats and other foods are frozen,

UNDISCOVERED WEALTH!
Buried loot, coins, silver, gold,
jewelry, battle relics! Transistor
M-SCOPE detects them all. Used
worldwide by experienced explor-
ers since 1932. Exciting! Reward-
ing! Lightweight and supersensi-
tive, the powerful M-SCOPE offers
greater depth penetration, over
200 treasure-hunting days of
battery life. From $59.50. Easy
terms. Guaranteed. Write for the
FREE illustrated booklet of fas-
cinating customer experiences.

FISHER RESEARCH LAB., INC.
Dept. 2C, Palo Alto, Calif.

dehydrated by a special process, and
packed in sealed foil bags. They do
not require refrigeration.

Whole meat cuts like steak and
pork chops, after freeze-drying, can
be prepared by simply soaking in
water for a few minutes, cooking and
eating. On a recent morning we tried
both the freeze-dried pork chops and
the freeze-dried scrambled eggs. I can
only say the results left me complete-
ly surprised. For example, the meats
returned to their original shape and
appearance after soaking in water
and react just as fresh meat does
while frying. The eggs are a healthy
yellow color and also cook exactly
like fresh scrambled eggs. A packet

for very obvious reasons. No refrig-
eration necessary, the foods are from
84% to 67% lighter in weight, and
they are sealed in individual contain-
ers against both freezing weather and
sub-tropical climates. According to
the maker they will last from one to
two years without refrigeration, with
no adverse effects.

Price of the foods seems reasonable
in view of the expensive processing
involved and the tremendous advan-
tage to the desert buyer. A package of
four freeze-dried pork chops costs
$1.60. Chicken stew for four persons
is $2. Scrambled eggs are $1.10. Steak,
$2.20 per package. Other foods are
available. For more information on

DAN LEE TEST-DRIVES A MINIATURE DUNE-BUGGY, WHICH HE'LL REPORT O N IN A FUTURE COLUMN

of seasoning, sealed with each food
item, is added to the water used for
soaking purposes (rehydration) be-
fore cooking.

The pork chops tasted as good or
better than fresh chops, there was no
"mealy" look or feel to the meat. The
flavor was so close to fresh meat that
I defy a blind-folded test-taster to tell
the difference! The scambled eggs,
too, were surprisingly like fresh eggs
in both taste and texture. It would be
extremely difficult to tell them from
the fresh product.

Armour and Company has placed
the products for sale through various
retail outlets and very soon you'll
find them available in your home-
town. I found nothing at all to com-
plain about with these new freeze-
dried foods. I think they will be a tre-
mendous boon to the desert camper

Star-Lite freeze-dried foods contact
Armour and Co., Grocery Products
Division, 11355 West 31st Street, Chi-
cago 9, Illinois. These foods are so
new that supply is limited at the mo-
ment, but try the following: Rich-
ard's Lido Market, Newport Beach,
Calif.; or, Jonas Ski Chalet, Ingle-
wood, Calif.; or, Hollywood Sporting
Goods, Los Angeles. No other address-
es seem to be available at press time.

Ill

PLEASE TELL THE MAN . . .
When you phone or write in response

to an advertisement in DESERT MAG-
AZINE, it only takes a moment to men-
tion where you saw it. The firm you are
doing business with will appreciate
knowing how you learned of them, and
DESERT MAGAZINE will be grateful
for your support and friendship thus
expressed.
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Sauceda Mountain Gem Trails
The Big Prize For Mineral Collec+ors In This Rugged Arizona Range: Apache Tears

article and photographs by

CLOYD SORENSEN, JR.

APACHE TEARS-A FAIR DAY'S HAUL

FOR MANY YEARS, the rock and
gem fields of Arizona's pictur-
esque Sauceda Mountains have

been known (but generally ignored)
by but a handful of people. In rather
recent times this land has been con-
trolled and posted by the Gila Bend
Gunnery Range. However, today this
rockhound's paradise is usually ac-
cessible by securing trespass permis-
sion from the Air Police at Gila Bend
Gunnery Range, Gila Bend, Arizona.

For the rockhound, many areas of
the Saucedas offer chalcedony roses,
agates, Apache tears by the thous-
ands, geodes, and many other forms
of quartz.

These rugged desert mountains
harbor exotic animals such as the
tiny collared peccary (javelina) —
look for them anil their extensive
rootings in the arroyos. Here too-
high on the mesas—you might catch a
glimpse of the evasive desert bighorn.
All through this area, which is exten-
sively hunted in the fall and in Feb-
ruary, are the desert mule and white
tail deer.

Desert vegetation in the Saucedas

is varied, including several varieties
of cholla, prickly pear, ocotillo, bar-
rel cactus, the majestic: giant saguaro,
and a recent report of the exotic or-
gan pipe cactus in the low hills a few
miles northwest of Coffee Pot Moun-
tain in the southern part of the range.

Unusual geological formations are
everywhere, including the towering
Tom Thumb, Coffee Pot, and a re-
cently discovered natural bridge near
the Papago Reservation fence.

For the desert photographer, the
Saucedas have new and unlimited
material to tempt the most progres-
sive and creative shutterbug. Two
hours after sunrise and two hours
before sunset, the desert colors run
wild. Shoot your color in these four
hours, and then black and white dur-
ing the day. Sunsets in the Saucedas,
backed up with a giant saguaro, chol-
la or ocotillo, defy literal description.

Since the productive gem fields in
the Saucedas are at least 35 four-
wheel-drive miles southeast of Gila
Bend, overnight camping and ade-
quate water supply are necessary. The
Gila Bend Sportsraens Association

has a permanent camp 37 miles south-
east of town. It has been arranged
with them for interested Desert Mag-
azine readers to use this camp, after
securing permission (see below).

At the camp you will find a lean-
to shelter, a permanent barbecue grill,
a large round table, shelves for stor-
ing gear, several cots (some with mat-
tresses) , some cooking utensils and
water for emergency use only. Fire-
wood is available nearby.

This camp is appropriately called
Javelina Camp. It is centrally located
and can be used as a base of explor-
ing and rockhounding adventure.
Almost in any direction from camp
you can find gem fields.

One of the best Apache tear areas
is along the base of a several-miles-
long black mesa just northwest of
camp. Cross the wash running north
and south along the mesa and look
for the "tears" immediately above the
arroyo. Traveling further north in
the arroyo—some travel can be done
in a four-wheel-drive vehicle or pow-
er scooter—you will come to a junc-
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HIDDEN TREASURES
GOLD, SILVER, PRECIOUS METALS with I h . Famous Modtl
27 M.k i l D.ltclor. lightweight, ulha-nruillvt, low
<ast. Naiw fin.r. A I M GEIGER COUNTERS for unnltm '
and Hit VIOLITE lor lungiton. INFORMATION FREE .

INSTRUMENTS.." "
Often Copied — Never Excelled

METAL DETECTORS
More accurate, it's the first metal detector
designed specifically for detecting placer
gold, nuggets, and other small metal ob-
jects. Depth range 7 feet—comes complete,
ready to use.
MODEL 27—instructions included $119.95
MODEL 711—with 21 ft. depth range $149.00

LAKEWOOD CHEMICAL KIT
The Lakewood Chemical Kit can be used in
connection with all the principal texts on
minerals such as Dana, Pough, O. C. Smith,
Pennfield, Duke's Course, and many others.
The Lakewood Chemical Kit, because of
the acids it contains, is not recommended
for persons under 18 years old. Priced
$36.CiO Express only.

SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE

Comhton <zf\ooh <S>noh.
1405 S. Long Beach Blvd.,.Compton, Calif.

NEwmark 2-9096
South of Compton Blvd.

add a
Wealth of Pleasure
07.- TO YOUR

Desert Trips

The Southwest abounds in gems and minerals.
Start collecting now! Use the finest gem cutting
and polishing equipment for maximum pleasure
and profit.

The World's Finest and Most Complete
Line of Lapidary Equipment

Here's the perfect Combination Unit for Lapidary
Work. Handles sawing, grinding, sanding and pol-
ishing. Precision-built for quiet and long-lasting
operation.

Choose the finest—HIGHLAND PARK—arbors, tum-
blers, belt sanders, trim saws. 41 Models available.

CONGO and CONGO SUPERIOR
DIAMOND BLADES

. . . the best for less! Sizes
from 4 " to 24" diameters.

I Send 50c for catalog and name of dealer.

MANUFACTURING CO.
DEPT. DM-10, 1009 MISSION ST.

SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

tion of three washes. Here on the west-
side of the center hill is a well-used
javelina cave. Approach the opening
with caution less one of the fright-
ened "pigs" run you down. About
two hundred yards north of the hill
and cave, good "crops" of geodes are
seen in the ledges of the side washes.

Travel west from the camp will
take you around the south end of
the Black Mesa, and more rock and
gem bearing areas. The terrain im-
mediately west of the black mesa is
rugged, to say the least, but some
agate and other sought-after rocks are
found here. It's best to leave your
four-wheel-drive vehicle in the big

wash and head north on foot or pow-
er scooter. South of Black Mesa,
toward Coffee Pot Mountain, are a
group of low hills in which the exotic
stand of organ pipe cactus are tuck-
ed in the first ledges next to the
mountains.

East of camp you will see the tow-
ering landmark called Tom Thumb.
By traveling about five miles from
Javelina Camp (back toward Gila
Bend) you can find a four-wheel-
drive road that leads up a very large
wash towards the Tom Thumb area.
Just below this landmark, in the can-
yons, are several large water tanks.
This area is pocked with Indian

4 Ml. TO ARIZ. HWY.65

pTOWER (GUNNERY)

\
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caves and evidence of early and ex-
tensive use by the Indians.

Traveling southeast from camp,
along a four-wheel-drive trail you
will come across other rock produc-
ing flats and washes. A little over six
miles travel will take you alongside a
large wash that harbors several wreck-
ed auto bodies. These were put here
during the war for aerial camouflage
practice.

Along the wash in the ledges are
geodes that will delight all rock-
hounds. Immediately north of the
wash, just above the apron, look for
the yellowish natural bridge. Also
in this area are many Indian caves
and a few arrowheads and metates
for the sharp-eyed explorer. If your
travel in the natural bridge area takes
you to a fence—you are at the west
boundary of the Papago Indian Res-
ervation.

For rockhounding in the desert
adventure unlimited, I recommend
Saucedas. If you plan to use the Jave-
lina Camp you can secure permission,
and more information if you wish,
from Lynn Cool who lives on Scott

WOOPS! SUZIE SORENSEN SLIPS WHILE PRYING FOR A GEODE,

WHILE THE AUTHOR'S OTHER DAUGHTER, CHRISTY, HANGS O N .

A spectacula ue an
long and 3'/2" high.'It 'is
value that we are offering

l price to introduce
t line of tools to you

o 6 ^Hatv
BARGAIN on 24 Bell Caps,
24 Jump Rings and 6 Spri
Rings at small fraction of

lue. Save BIG MONEY,
repair necklaces, earrings, etc.
Special (not sold separately)
lii - w i t h
any other purchase from (his
ad.
MC5 C in Yellow Gold Color . .

NOW Jiff
MC6 C in White Gold Color , Q

Specify Choice N 0 W J ; l *
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AS ALWAYS ON DESERT COLLECTING
TRIPS, THERE'S MORE TO LOOK
FOR THAN PRETTY ROCKS.
THE AUTHOR'S DAUGHTERS WONDER
OVER A GIANT SAGUARO, AND
THE NATURAL BRIDGE SOUTHEAST OF
JAVELINA CAMP (BOTTOM PHOTO).

Street in Gila Bend, just one block
north of Highway 80. You can't miss
his white house if you look for his
outdoor museum of desert relics col-
lected over the past years. For your
own safety, in case of trouble, it
would be a wise move to check in and
out with Cool. His phone number is
MU3-2255. / / /

TERRY'S
OCTOBER SPECIALS

Mineral Hardness Test Set
Nine minerals, streak plate
and magnet $2.25

10X Magnifying Glass
Made in Germany $2.90
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NOW, get this picture catalog FREE.
Several hundred items like chains,
bell caps, cuff links, key chains,
t ie bars, bracelets, pendants, ear-
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Sold on 10-day HO RISK guarantae.
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No. 423 Covington De Luxe
Combination with new, exclu-
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rugged, efficient, clean and
convenient.
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diamonds for longer life.
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Autumn Vistas In
Utah's Markagunt

FALL SCENE IN CEDAR CANYON, 10 MILES FROM CEDAR CITY

An October Travel Suggestion by Frank Jensen

THE STEAK WAS delicious and seemed
to go hand in glove with the crisp
autumn night. Outside, a neon sign

blinked on and off, advertising Milt's Stage
Stop, five miles from Cedar City, Utah,
in Cedar Canyon.

Inside, a fire roared in one corner of the
dining room where a rustic stone fireplace
climbed the wall.

A smiling, good looking woman of about
30 moved among the tables. "Everything
all right?" she asked in her best American-
Swiss accent. She was Maria Fehr, wife
of the chef, Emil, who had learned the
culinary arts in his homeland. The Fehrs
came to Cedar City in 1952 at the behest
of an uncle.

This pleasant interlude was a fitting cli-
max on an autumn weekend spent camping
and fishing in the Cedar Mountain area.
Earlier in the day we had taken one last
spin around Navajo Lake, trolling for the
wary rainbows. The late afternoon drive
back to Cedar City was through kaleido-
scopic October colors, and a short side-
trip to Cedar Breaks brought us to a dazz-
ling sunset. But, I'm getting ahead of my
story.

It is sometimes difficult to appreciate
your own backyard, particularly when it
offers an abundance of outdoor pleasures. A
superintendent of one of the Southern Utah
National Parks told me of a complaint by
a late season visitor. "Your rangers de-
scribe the beauties of the park in the sum-
mer or show pictures of it in the winter,"
the man said. "Nothing is ever said about
the three fall months." The visitor was
right. In the opinion of most folks who
travel this country, autumn is the best time
to visit Southern Utah. It is an idyllic
season when temperatures mellow and
leaves turn from green to colors of gold
and amber, heralding another Indian sum-
mer.

If 1 were asked to name one place in
Utah where all of autumn's beauties were
encompassed in one trip, my choice would
have to be the mountain drive east of
Cedar City. Utah Highway 14 leaves U.S.

91 at this cosmopolitan Mormon commun-
ity, passes briefly through an aspen covered
canyon, then twists its way up the side
of a 10,000 foot mountain.

The name Cedar Mountain is strictly a
local appellation. In the strict sense of the
word, it is not a mountain at all, but a
plateau—a tabletop highland that is part
of the high plateau system of the Colorado
River Basin. Its name on the maps is the
Markagunt, a Paiute word meaning the
"highland of the trees."

Twenty miles east of Cedar City the
highway widens slightly where a sign iden-
tifies the place as the Zion Overview. There
is no other marker and there would be no
point in attempting to tabloid the panorama
that greets the visitor here by a mere sign.
Clarence Dutton, the rather literary geolo-
gist of the 1880s, said of it: "From the
southwest salient of the Markagunt we be-
hold one of the most sublime spectacles
which characterize the loftiest standpoints
of the plateau province."

From this vantage, the plateau drops
2000 feet to join the Kolob Terrace in a
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A CAMP-OUT AT ASPEN MIRROR LAKE, ONE OF SEVERAL LAKES THAT DOT THE MARKAGUNT

series of eroded amphitheaters that are
part of the pink-cliffs formation. The Kolob
js laced by a series of black, seemingly
bottomless canyons. Beyond them in the
hazy distance are the spires of Zion Na-
tional Park and the deserts of Southwestern
Utah. By late September the reds of the
oak and the yellow of the aspen form a
patchwork of color that quilts the Kolob
with nature's own handiwork.

A short distance from the Zion Overview,
the highway levels off at 10,000 feet, then
dips slightly into Midway Valley, a broad
grassy meadow four miles long. At Mid-
way you turn off for Cedar Breaks National
Monument, next stop on your itinerary of
the Markagunt. Cedar Breaks is only six

miles from the main highway. A highly
eroded, highly colored amphitheater that is
a small edition of Bryce Canyon National
Park, this basin is four miles across and
1500 feet deep. It differs from Bryce Can-
yon, however, in having more colors (47
have been distinguished here), and a deeper
amphitheater.

The formation of Cedar Breaks was due
primarily to what geologists call "raindrop
erosion"—the gradual corosion from the
chemical action of water. The name was
given by Mormon pioneers who settled
at Cedar City in 1851. To those forebearers
who had crossed the great plains and Rocky
Mountains, "breaks" were synonymous with
canyons, cliffs, or badlands. The pioneers
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also called the scrubby junipers, "cedars."
The association of Cedar Breaks with these
evergreens is somewhat misleading since
few if any junipers are found in the spruce-
and pine-covered tops of the high plateaus.

Cedar Breaks has more than 100,000
visitors each year. The Utah Parks Com-
pany, a subsidiary of the Union Pacific
Railroad, operates a lodge here, and the
Park Service under its Mission 66 Pro-
gram, has built a campground for the con-
venience of the camping vacationer.

Once out of the park you may see a
herder trailing his sheep back to camp.
Anyone who has been lucky enough to
join a herder at his wagon for a dinner
of mutton stew and sourdough bread has
had a rare treat indeed.

Exactly four miles east of the Cedar
Breaks turnoff, Midway Valley ends at a
lava flow that spreads in all directions as
far as the eye can see. The story is told
of a hiker who attempted to walk to the
center of this flow carrying an extra pair
of boots. Half way there he had to give
up. The bottoms of his footgear were cut
to ribbons on the razor sharp rocks.

If a junket of the Markagunt can be said
to have a destination, that goal would be
Navajo Lake, 28 miles east of Cedar City,
and adjacent to the main highway. At 9250
feet, Navajo Lake fits the picture postcard
category of mountain lakes. In the fall it is
bordered on one side by empty sinks, and
on three sides by an aspen-spruce forest
and open meadow. It is also a favorite
camping spot on the Markagunt (last year
more than 50,000 came) where the Forest
Service has provided excellent campgrounds
equipped with stoves, tables, piped water
and picnic benches. There are even trailer
camps, provided in the past two years to
fill a growing demand. Accommodations
are available at the Navajo Lake Lodge,
although it is best to write for reservations.
The Lodge is operated by Ray and Mary
Eggart. Meals, boats, and cabins are avail-
able.

Navajo Lake was named when a militia
from Cedar City caught up with a band
of horse-stealing Navajos here—or so the
story goes. Prior to the construction in
1936 of a dike across the east-end of the
lake, the water would pour through sink-
holes into an underground labyrinth. Dur-
ing the early spring, part of this water
emerged at Cascade Falls, gushing out of
an open cavern in the side of the cliff.

Southern Utah waters are open to the
sportsman through the end of October.
Rainbow trout abound in most lakes and
streams while brook and brown trout are
also taken, although not in as large quan-
tities as the more heavily stocked rainbows.

Cedar Mountain is one of the most
heavily populated wildlife areas in the state,
abounding in deer, elk, bobcat, cougar (in
the remote areas only) snowshoe hares, fox,
and the lowly porcupine.

The Duck Creek campground and Aspen
Mirror Lake are also popular camping
places. Both are located a few miles east
of Navajo Lake on the main highway.
From here Utah 14 dips toward U.S. 89
at Long Valley junction, passing through
meadow- and forest-covered valleys where
the stately ponderosa pine mixes with the
spruce and fir.

For the more adventuresome traveler, an
unpaved road leaves the highway about 10
miles below Duckcreek Pond and meanders
for 20 miles through meadows and lava
fields to Panguitch Lake, easily the best
fishing hole in Southern Utah. / / /
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Jsetuseen Ifou and Ate

By RANDALL HENDERSON

THIS MONTH OF October, 1961, is one of the
golden anniversaries on my calendar. It was in
October, 1911, just out of school in Los Angeles,

that I bought a one-way ticket to the Arizona desert.
With the exception of service in two World Wars, I
have followed the desert trails ever since. I can now
apply lbr membership in the desert's Half Century Club.

If the readers will pardon a bit
of reminiscence, I will recall for
the benefit of newcomers on the
desert a few of the changes which
have taken place in the last 50
years.

The first dam in the Colorado
River was being constructed at
Laguna site near Yuma when I
arrived in Arizona. Now there
are seven dams and diversion
weirs in the stream below Grand
Canyon.

On my first return trip to California, I crossed the
Colorado at Ehrenberg on a ferryboat, and the sandy
90-mile road from Blythe to Indio required nine hours,
much of it in low gear. Today a slow motorist can
cover the distance in two hours including a stop at
Steve Ragsdale's Desert Center for soft drinks. Steve is
a violent prohibitionist.

In 1920 I piloted a World War I training plane to
Phoenix, and had to land inside the racetrack at the
fairgrounds because there were no other landing
facilities.

In the Palm Springs-Palm Desert area, land which
could be bought in 1912 for $1.50 an acre recently was
subdivided, and a 50x100 town lot sold for $25,000.

The first crude evaporative air conditioner for home
and shop became available in the mid-1920s. Previous
to that we sweated it out with an electric fan—if there
was electricity. It was no great hardship because we
did not know any better.

I learned to play poker in the light of a kerosene
lamp, and once overlooked a spade flush because the
lamp chimney was all smoked up.

Science and technology have changed all that. Good
highways have made the desert more accessible, and
with air conditioning the high summer temperatures
have ceased to be a deterrent to migration to this region
of the arid landscape. Today the population of the
Great American Desert is over four million, compared
to less than a million a half century ago.

The desert itself probably has not changed much
since the Tertiary period. But the genius and multi-
plying numbers of homo sapiens have brought fantastic
changes not only to the landscape but to the character
and aspirations of its human inhabitants. Only history
will determine whether or not high speed transportation,
television and the harnessing of nuclear power should
be entered on the credit or debit side of the ledger of
human progress.

In the meantime, increasing millions unquestionably
will migrate to this desert land, lured by a favorable
winter climate, the artificial appeal of a sophisticated
environment, fast easy transportation, and the oppor-
tunity to exploit the natural resources of this backward
land. But fortunately, not all will come for these rea-
sons—for health and wealth. For, as I wrote for the
initial issue of Desert Magazine 24 years ago, there are
two deserts:

"One is a grim desolate wasteland. It is the home
of venomous reptiles and stinging insects, of vicious
thorn-covered plants and trees and unbearable heat.
This is the desert seen by the stranger speeding along
the highway, impatient to be out of this "damnable
country." It is the desert visualized by those children
of luxury to whom any environment is intolerable
which does not provide all the comforts and luxuries
of a pampering civilization. It is the concept fostered
by fiction writers who dramatize the tragedies of the
desert because there is a market for such manuscripts.

"But the stranger and the uninitiated see only the
mask. The other desert—the real desert—is not for the
eyes of the superficial observer or the fearful soul of the
cynic. It is a land which reveals its true character only to
those who come with courage, tolerance and understand-
ing. For these, the desert holds rare gifts: health-giving
sunshine, a sky that alter the sun goes down is studded
with diamonds; a breeze that bears no poison; a land-
scape of pastel colors such as no artist can reproduce;
thorn-covered plants which during countless ages have
clung tenaciously to life through heat, drouth, wind and
the depredations of thirsty animals, and yet each season
send forth blossoms of exquisite coloring as symbols of
courage that triumphed over appalling obstacles.

"To those who come to the desert with tolerance it
gives friendliness; to those who come with courage it
gives new strength of character. Those seeking relaxa-
tion find in its far horizons and secluded canyons release
from the world of man-made tensions. For those seek-
ing beauty the desert offers nature's rarest artistry. This
is the desert that has a deep and lasting fascination for
men and women with poetry in their souls."
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NOW! YOU CAN OWN VALUABLE LAND
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continued to soar upward during 1960 and 1961.

Both fun and profit can be yours...Bask in the desert sun...Ski at 11,910 foot Mt. Charleston...
Boat, swim and fish at giant Lake Mead. These water and snow-fun areas are within a 30-minute drive
of VEGAS VIEW.

Vegas View sites are free of city taxes but adjacent to the present Las Vegas city limits—totally
unlike much of the barren land being sold today in remote desert and swamp areas of doubtful future.
The lots now have graded streets and electricity on the East and West boundaries of the subdivision.
Never again will sites with such a potential increase in value be offered at these low, low prices. Com-
parable lots in Las Vegas are now selling for many hundreds of dollars more. In VEGAS VIEW just $10
will start you on your way to early future profits! Total cost of these 50' x 100' sites is only $795 plus
the low interest included in monthly payments. You must act NOW to take advantage of this oppor-
tunity of a lifetime. Remember—only a very limited number of these choice sites are available.
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